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ABSTRACT
Deep reinforcement learning is the combination of reinforce-
ment learning (RL) and deep learning. This field of research
has been able to solve a wide range of complex decision-
making tasks that were previously out of reach for a machine.
Thus, deep RL opens up many new applications in domains
such as healthcare, robotics, smart grids, finance, and many
more. This manuscript provides an introduction to deep
reinforcement learning models, algorithms and techniques.
Particular focus is on the aspects related to generalization
and how deep RL can be used for practical applications. We
assume the reader is familiar with basic machine learning
concepts.
1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
A core topic in machine learning is that of sequential decision-making.
This is the task of deciding, from experience, the sequence of actions
to perform in an uncertain environment in order to achieve some
goals. Sequential decision-making tasks cover a wide range of possible
applications with the potential to impact many domains, such as
robotics, healthcare, smart grids, finance, self-driving cars, and many
more.
Inspired by behavioral psychology (see e.g., Sutton, 1984), rein-
forcement learning (RL) proposes a formal framework to this problem.
The main idea is that an artificial agent may learn by interacting with
its environment, similarly to a biological agent. Using the experience
gathered, the artificial agent should be able to optimize some objectives
given in the form of cumulative rewards. This approach applies in prin-
ciple to any type of sequential decision-making problem relying on past
experience. The environment may be stochastic, the agent may only
observe partial information about the current state, the observations
may be high-dimensional (e.g., frames and time series), the agent may
freely gather experience in the environment or, on the contrary, the data
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may be may be constrained (e.g., not access to an accurate simulator
or limited data).
Over the past few years, RL has become increasingly popular due
to its success in addressing challenging sequential decision-making
problems. Several of these achievements are due to the combination of
RL with deep learning techniques (LeCun et al., 2015; Schmidhuber,
2015; Goodfellow et al., 2016). This combination, called deep RL, is
most useful in problems with high dimensional state-space. Previous RL
approaches had a difficult design issue in the choice of features (Munos
and Moore, 2002; Bellemare et al., 2013). However, deep RL has been
successful in complicated tasks with lower prior knowledge thanks to its
ability to learn different levels of abstractions from data. For instance,
a deep RL agent can successfully learn from visual perceptual inputs
made up of thousands of pixels (Mnih et al., 2015). This opens up the
possibility to mimic some human problem solving capabilities, even in
high-dimensional space — which, only a few years ago, was difficult to
conceive.
Several notable works using deep RL in games have stood out for
attaining super-human level in playing Atari games from the pixels
(Mnih et al., 2015), mastering Go (Silver et al., 2016a) or beating the
world’s top professionals at the game of Poker (Brown and Sandholm,
2017; Moravčik et al., 2017). Deep RL also has potential for real-world
applications such as robotics (Levine et al., 2016; Gandhi et al., 2017;
Pinto et al., 2017), self-driving cars (You et al., 2017), finance (Deng
et al., 2017) and smart grids (François-Lavet, 2017), to name a few.
Nonetheless, several challenges arise in applying deep RL algorithms.
Among others, exploring the environment efficiently or being able
to generalize a good behavior in a slightly different context are not
straightforward. Thus, a large array of algorithms have been proposed
for the deep RL framework, depending on a variety of settings of the
sequential decision-making tasks.
1.2 Outline
The goal of this introduction to deep RL is to guide the reader towards
effective use and understanding of core methods, as well as provide
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references for further reading. After reading this introduction, the reader
should be able to understand the key different deep RL approaches and
algorithms and should be able to apply them. The reader should also
have enough background to investigate the scientific literature further
and pursue research on deep RL.
In Chapter 2, we introduce the field of machine learning and the deep
learning approach. The goal is to provide the general technical context
and explain briefly where deep learning is situated in the broader field
of machine learning. We assume the reader is familiar with basic notions
of supervised and unsupervised learning; however, we briefly review the
essentials.
In Chapter 3, we provide the general RL framework along with
the case of a Markov Decision Process (MDP). In that context, we
examine the different methodologies that can be used to train a deep
RL agent. On the one hand, learning a value function (Chapter 4)
and/or a direct representation of the policy (Chapter 5) belong to the
so-called model-free approaches. On the other hand, planning algorithms
that can make use of a learned model of the environment belong to the
so-called model-based approaches (Chapter 6).
We dedicate Chapter 7 to the notion of generalization in RL.
Within either a model-based or a model-free approach, we discuss the
importance of different elements: (i) feature selection, (ii) function
approximator selection, (iii) modifying the objective function and
(iv) hierarchical learning. In Chapter 8, we present the main challenges of
using RL in the online setting. In particular, we discuss the exploration-
exploitation dilemma and the use of a replay memory.
In Chapter 9, we provide an overview of different existing bench-
marks for evaluation of RL algorithms. Furthermore, we present a set
of best practices to ensure consistency and reproducibility of the results
obtained on the different benchmarks.
In Chapter 10, we discuss more general settings than MDPs: (i) the
Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP), (ii) the
distribution of MDPs (instead of a given MDP) along with the notion
of transfer learning, (iii) learning without explicit reward function and
(iv) multi-agent systems. We provide descriptions of how deep RL can
be used in these settings.
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In Chapter 11, we present broader perspectives on deep RL. This
includes a discussion on applications of deep RL in various domains,
along with the successes achieved and remaining challenges (e.g. robotics,
self driving cars, smart grids, healthcare, etc.). This also includes a brief
discussion on the relationship between deep RL and neuroscience.
Finally, we provide a conclusion in Chapter 12 with an outlook on
the future development of deep RL techniques, their future applications,
as well as the societal impact of deep RL and artificial intelligence.
2
Machine learning and deep learning
Machine learning provides automated methods that can detect patterns
in data and use them to achieve some tasks (Christopher, 2006; Murphy,
2012). Three types of machine learning tasks can be considered:
• Supervised learning is the task of inferring a classification or
regression from labeled training data.
• Unsupervised learning is the task of drawing inferences from
datasets consisting of input data without labeled responses.
• Reinforcement learning (RL) is the task of learning how agents
ought to take sequences of actions in an environment in order to
maximize cumulative rewards.
To solve these machine learning tasks, the idea of function
approximators is at the heart of machine learning. There exist many
different types of function approximators: linear models (Anderson et al.,
1958), SVMs (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995), decisions tree (Liaw, Wiener,
et al., 2002; Geurts et al., 2006), Gaussian processes (Rasmussen, 2004),
deep learning (LeCun et al., 2015; Schmidhuber, 2015; Goodfellow et al.,
2016), etc.
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In recent years, mainly due to recent developments in deep learning,
machine learning has undergone dramatic improvements when learning
from high-dimensional data such as time series, images and videos. These
improvements can be linked to the following aspects: (i) an exponential
increase of computational power with the use of GPUs and distributed
computing (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), (ii) methodological breakthroughs
in deep learning (Srivastava et al., 2014; Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015; He
et al., 2016; Szegedy et al., 2016; Klambauer et al., 2017), (iii) a growing
eco-system of softwares such as Tensorflow (Abadi et al., 2016) and
datasets such as ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015). All these aspects
are complementary and, in the last few years, they have lead to a
virtuous circle for the development of deep learning.
In this chapter, we discuss the supervised learning setting along
with the key concepts of bias and overfitting. We briefly discuss the
unsupervised setting with tasks such as data compression and generative
models. We also introduce the deep learning approach that has become
key to the whole field of machine learning. Using the concepts introduced
in this chapter, we cover the reinforcement learning setting in later
chapters.
2.1 Supervised learning and the concepts of bias and overfitting
In its most abstract form, supervised learning consists in finding a
function f : X → Y that takes as input x ∈ X and gives as output
y ∈ Y (X and Y depend on the application):
y = f(x). (2.1)
A supervised learning algorithm can be viewed as a function that
maps a dataset DLS of learning samples (x, y) i.i.d.∼ (X,Y ) into a model.
The prediction of such a model at a point x ∈ X of the input space
is denoted by f(x | DLS). Assuming a random sampling scheme, s.t.
DLS ∼ DLS , f(x | DLS) is a random variable, and so is its average error
over the input space. The expected value of this quantity is given by:
I[f ] = E
X
E
DLS
E
Y |X
L (Y, f(X | DLS)), (2.2)
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where L(·, ·) is the loss function. If L(y, yˆ) = (y − yˆ)2, the error
decomposes naturally into a sum of a bias term and a variance term1.
This bias-variance decomposition can be useful because it highlights a
tradeoff between an error due to erroneous assumptions in the model
selection/learning algorithm (the bias) and an error due to the fact that
only a finite set of data is available to learn that model (the parametric
variance). Note that the parametric variance is also called the overfitting
error2. Even though there is no such direct decomposition for other loss
functions (James, 2003), there is always a tradeoff between a sufficiently
rich model (to reduce the model bias, which is present even when the
amount of data would be unlimited) and a model not too complex (so as
to avoid overfitting to the limited amount of data). Figure 2.1 provides
an illustration.
Without knowing the joint probability distribution, it is impossible
to compute I[f ]. Instead, we can compute the empirical error on a
sample of data. Given n data points (xi, yi), the empirical error is
IS [f ] =
1
n
n∑
i=1
L(yi, f(xi)).
The generalization error is the difference between the error on a
sample set (used for training) and the error on the underlying joint
probability distribution. It is defined as
G = I[f ]− IS [f ].
1 The bias-variance decomposition (Geman et al., 1992) is given by:
E
DLS
E
Y |X
(Y − f(X | DLS))2 = σ2(x) + bias2(x), (2.3)
where
bias2(x) ,
(
EY |x(Y )− EDLSf(x | DLS)
)2
,
σ2(x) , EY |x
(
Y − EY |x(Y )
)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Internal variance
+EDLS
(
f(x | DLS)− EDLSf(x | DLS)
)2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Parametric variance
, (2.4)
2For any given model, the parametric variance goes to zero with an arbitrary
large dataset by considering the strong law of convergence.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of overfitting and underfitting for a simple 1D regression task
in supervised learning (based on one example from the library scikit-learn (Pedregosa
et al., 2011)). In this illustration, the data points (x, y) are noisy samples from a
true function represented in green. In the left figure, the degree 1 approximation is
underfitting, which means that it is not a good model, even for the training samples;
on the right, the degree 10 approximation is a very good model for the training
samples but is overly complex and fails to provide a good generalization.
In machine learning, the complexity of the function approximator
provides upper bounds on the generalization error. The generalization
error can be bounded by making use of complexity measures, such as
the Rademacher complexity (Bartlett and Mendelson, 2002), or the
VC-dimension (Vapnik, 1998). However, even though it lacks strong
theoretical foundations, it has become clear in practice that the strength
of deep neural networks is their generalization capability, even with
a high number of parameters (hence a potentially high complexity)
(Zhang et al., 2016).
2.2 Unsupervised learning
Unsupervised learning is a branch of machine learning that learns from
data that do not have any label. It relates to using and identifying
patterns in the data for tasks such as data compression or generative
models.
Data compression or dimensionality reduction involve encoding
information using a smaller representation (e.g., fewer bits) than the
original representation. For instance, an auto-encoder consists of an
encoder and a decoder. The encoder maps the original image xi ∈ RM
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onto a low-dimensional representation zi = e(xi; θe) ∈ Rm, where
m << M ; the decoder maps these features back to a high-dimensional
representation d(zi; θd) ≈ e−1(zi; θe). Auto-encoders can be trained
by optimizing for the reconstruction of the input through supervised
learning objectives.
Generative models aim at approximating the true data distribution
of a training set so as to generate new data points from the distribution.
Generative adversarial networks (Goodfellow et al., 2014) use an
adversarial process, in which two models are trained simulatenously: a
generative model G captures the data distribution, while a discriminative
model D estimates whether a sample comes from the training data rather
than G. The training procedure corresponds to a minimax two-player
game.
2.3 The deep learning approach
Deep learning relies on a function f : X → Y parameterized with
θ ∈ Rnθ (nθ ∈ N):
y = f(x; θ). (2.5)
A deep neural network is characterized by a succession of multiple
processing layers. Each layer consists in a non-linear transformation
and the sequence of these transformations leads to learning different
levels of abstraction (Erhan et al., 2009; Olah et al., 2017).
First, let us describe a very simple neural network with one fully-
connected hidden layer (see Fig 2.2). The first layer is given the input
values (i.e., the input features) x in the form of a column vector of size
nx (nx ∈ N). The values of the next hidden layer are a transformation
of these values by a non-linear parametric function, which is a matrix
multiplication by W1 of size nh × nx (nh ∈ N), plus a bias term b1 of
size nh, followed by a non-linear transformation:
h = A(W1 · x+ b1), (2.6)
where A is the activation function. This non-linear activation function is
what makes the transformation at each layer non-linear, which ultimately
provides the expressivity of the neural network. The hidden layer h of
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size nh can in turn be transformed to other sets of values up to the last
transformation that provides the output values y. In this case:
y = (W2 · h+ b2), (2.7)
where W2 is of size ny × nh and b2 is of size ny (ny ∈ N).
Hidden
layer
h
Inputs
x
Output
layer
y
Figure 2.2: Example of a neural network with one hidden layer.
All these layers are trained to minimize the empirical error IS [f ].
The most common method for optimizing the parameters of a neural
network is based on gradient descent via the backpropagation algorithm
(Rumelhart et al., 1988). In the simplest case, at every iteration, the
algorithm changes its internal parameters θ so as to fit the desired
function:
θ ← θ − α∇θIS [f ], (2.8)
where α is the learning rate.
In current applications, many different types of neural network
layers have appeared beyond the simple feedforward networks just
introduced. Each variation provides specific advantages, depending on
the application (e.g., good tradeoff between bias and overfitting in
a supervised learning setting). In addition, within one given neural
network, an arbitrarily large number of layers is possible, and the trend
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in the last few years is to have an ever-growing number of layers, with
more than 100 in some supervised learning tasks (Szegedy et al., 2017).
We merely describe here two types of layers that are of particular interest
in deep RL (and in many other tasks).
Convolutional layers (LeCun, Bengio, et al., 1995) are particularly
well suited for images and sequential data (see Fig 2.3), mainly due
to their translation invariance property. The layer’s parameters consist
of a set of learnable filters (or kernels), which have a small receptive
field and which apply a convolution operation to the input, passing
the result to the next layer. As a result, the network learns filters that
activate when it detects some specific features. In image classification,
the first layers learn how to detect edges, textures and patterns; then
the following layers are able to detect parts of objects and whole objects
(Erhan et al., 2009; Olah et al., 2017). In fact, a convolutional layer is
a particular kind of feedforward layer, with the specificity that many
weights are set to 0 (not learnable) and that other weights are shared.
input image
or input feature map filter
0 1
1 0
2
0
output feature maps
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
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0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
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0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
Figure 2.3: Illustration of a convolutional layer with one input feature map that is
convolved by different filters to yield the output feature maps. The parameters that
are learned for this type of layer are those of the filters. For illustration purposes,
some results are displayed for one of the output feature maps with a given filter (in
practice, that operation is followed by a non-linear activation function).
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yt
h
xtxt−1xt−2
yt−1yt−2
=
y1 y2 y3
h h h
x1 x2 x3
. . .
yt−1
h
xt−1
yt
h
xt
Figure 2.4: Illustration of a simple recurrent neural network. The layer denoted
by "h" may represent any non linear function that takes two inputs and provides
two outputs. On the left is the simplified view of a recurrent neural network that
is applied recursively to (xt, yt) for increasing values of t and where the blue line
presents a delay of one time step. On the right, the neural network is unfolded with
the implicit requirement of presenting all inputs and outputs simultaneously.
Recurrent layers are particularly well suited for sequential data (see
Fig 2.4). Several different variants provide particular benefits in different
settings. One such example is the long short-term memory network
(LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997), which is able to encode
information from long sequences, unlike a basic recurrent neural network.
Neural Turing Machines (NTMs) (Graves et al., 2014) are another such
example. In such systems, a differentiable "external memory" is used
for inferring even longer-term dependencies than LSTMs with low
degradation.
Several other specific neural network architectures have also been
studied to improve generalization in deep learning. For instance, it is
possible to design an architecture in such a way that it automatically
focuses on only some parts of the inputs with a mechanism called
attention (Xu et al., 2015; Vaswani et al., 2017). Other approaches aim
to work with symbolic rules by learning to create programs (Reed and
De Freitas, 2015; Neelakantan et al., 2015; Johnson et al., 2017; Chen
et al., 2017).
To be able to actually apply the deep RL methods described in the
later chapters, the reader should have practical knowledge of applying
deep learning methods in simple supervised learning settings (e.g.,
MNIST classification). For information on topics such as the importance
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of input normalizations, weight initialization techniques, regularization
techniques and the different variants of gradient descent techniques,
the reader can refer to several reviews on the subject (LeCun et al.,
2015; Schmidhuber, 2015; Goodfellow et al., 2016) as well as references
therein.
In the following chapters, the focus is on reinforcement learning,
in particular on methods that scale to deep neural network function
approximators. These methods allows for learning a wide variety of
challenging sequential decision-making tasks directly from rich high-
dimensional inputs.
3
Introduction to reinforcement learning
Reinforcement learning (RL) is the area of machine learning that deals
with sequential decision-making. In this chapter, we describe how the
RL problem can be formalized as an agent that has to make decisions
in an environment to optimize a given notion of cumulative rewards.
It will become clear that this formalization applies to a wide variety
of tasks and captures many essential features of artificial intelligence
such as a sense of cause and effect as well as a sense of uncertainty and
nondeterminism. This chapter also introduces the different approaches
to learning sequential decision-making tasks and how deep RL can be
useful.
A key aspect of RL is that an agent learns a good behavior. This
means that it modifies or acquires new behaviors and skills incrementally.
Another important aspect of RL is that it uses trial-and-error experience
(as opposed to e.g., dynamic programming that assumes full knowledge
of the environment a priori). Thus, the RL agent does not require
complete knowledge or control of the environment; it only needs to be
able to interact with the environment and collect information. In an
offline setting, the experience is acquired a priori, then it is used as a
batch for learning (hence the offline setting is also called batch RL).
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This is in contrast to the online setting where data becomes available
in a sequential order and is used to progressively update the behavior
of the agent. In both cases, the core learning algorithms are essentially
the same but the main difference is that in an online setting, the agent
can influence how it gathers experience so that it is the most useful for
learning. This is an additional challenge mainly because the agent has to
deal with the exploration/exploitation dilemma while learning (see §8.1
for a detailed discussion). But learning in the online setting can also be
an advantage since the agent is able to gather information specifically
on the most interesting part of the environment. For that reason, even
when the environment is fully known, RL approaches may provide the
most computationally efficient approach in practice as compared to
some dynamic programming methods that would be inefficient due to
this lack of specificity.
3.1 Formal framework
The reinforcement learning setting
The general RL problem is formalized as a discrete time stochastic
control process where an agent interacts with its environment in the
following way: the agent starts, in a given state within its environment
s0 ∈ S, by gathering an initial observation ω0 ∈ Ω. At each time step t,
the agent has to take an action at ∈ A. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, it
follows three consequences: (i) the agent obtains a reward rt ∈ R, (ii) the
state transitions to st+1 ∈ S, and (iii) the agent obtains an observation
ωt+1 ∈ Ω. This control setting was first proposed by Bellman, 1957b
and later extended to learning by Barto et al., 1983. Comprehensive
treatment of RL fundamentals are provided by Sutton and Barto, 2017.
Here, we review the main elements of RL before delving into deep RL
in the following chapters.
The Markov property
For the sake of simplicity, let us consider first the case of Markovian
stochastic control processes (Norris, 1998).
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Agent
Environment
st → st+1
at ωt+1 rt
Figure 3.1: Agent-environment interaction in RL.
Definition 3.1. A discrete time stochastic control process is Markovian
(i.e., it has the Markov property) if
• P(ωt+1 | ωt, at) = P(ωt+1 | ωt, at, . . . , , ω0, a0), and
• P(rt | ωt, at) = P(rt | ωt, at, . . . , , ω0, a0).
The Markov property means that the future of the process only
depends on the current observation, and the agent has no interest in
looking at the full history.
A Markov Decision Process (MDP) (Bellman, 1957a) is a discrete
time stochastic control process defined as follows:
Definition 3.2. An MDP is a 5-tuple (S,A, T,R, γ) where:
• S is the state space,
• A is the action space,
• T : S ×A×S → [0, 1] is the transition function (set of conditional
transition probabilities between states),
• R : S×A×S → R is the reward function, where R is a continuous
set of possible rewards in a range Rmax ∈ R+ (e.g., [0, Rmax]),
• γ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount factor.
The system is fully observable in an MDP, which means that the
observation is the same as the state of the environment: ωt = st. At
each time step t, the probability of moving to st+1 is given by the state
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transition function T (st, at, st+1) and the reward is given by a bounded
reward function R(st, at, st+1) ∈ R. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
Note that more general cases than MDPs are introduced in Chapter 10.
s0 s1 s2
a0 a1r0 r1
. . .
Policy
Reward
function
R(s0, a0, s1)
Transition
function
T (s0, a0, s1)
Policy
Reward
function
R(s1, a1, s2)
Transition
function
T (s1, a1, s2)
Figure 3.2: Illustration of a MDP. At each step, the agent takes an action that
changes its state in the environment and provides a reward.
Different categories of policies
A policy defines how an agent selects actions. Policies can be categorized
under the criterion of being either stationary or non-stationary. A non-
stationary policy depends on the time-step and is useful for the finite-
horizon context where the cumulative rewards that the agent seeks to
optimize are limited to a finite number of future time steps (Bertsekas
et al., 1995). In this introduction to deep RL, infinite horizons are
considered and the policies are stationary1.
Policies can also be categorized under a second criterion of being
either deterministic or stochastic:
• In the deterministic case, the policy is described by pi(s) : S → A.
• In the stochastic case, the policy is described by pi(s, a) : S ×A →
[0, 1] where pi(s, a) denotes the probability that action a may be
chosen in state s.
1The formalism can be directly extended to the finite horizon context. In that
case, the policy and the cumulative expected returns should be time-dependent.
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The expected return
Throughout this survey, we consider the case of an RL agent whose
goal is to find a policy pi(s, a) ∈ Π, so as to optimize an expected return
V pi(s) : S → R (also called V-value function) such that
V pi(s) = E
[∑∞
k=0
γkrt+k | st = s, pi
]
, (3.1)
where:
• rt = E
a∼pi(st,·)
R
(
st, a, st+1
)
,
• P
(
st+1|st, at
)
= T (st, at, st+1) with at ∼ pi(st, ·),
From the definition of the expected return, the optimal expected return
can be defined as:
V ∗(s) = max
pi∈Π
V pi(s). (3.2)
In addition to the V-value function, a few other functions of interest
can be introduced. The Q-value function Qpi(s, a) : S×A→ R is defined
as follows:
Qpi(s, a) = E
[∑∞
k=0
γkrt+k | st = s, at = a, pi
]
. (3.3)
This equation can be rewritten recursively in the case of an MDP using
Bellman’s equation:
Qpi(s, a) =
∑
s′∈S
T (s, a, s′)
(
R(s, a, s′) + γQpi(s′, a = pi(s′))
)
. (3.4)
Similarly to the V-value function, the optimal Q-value function Q∗(s, a)
can also be defined as
Q∗(s, a) = max
pi∈Π
Qpi(s, a). (3.5)
The particularity of the Q-value function as compared to the V-value
function is that the optimal policy can be obtained directly fromQ∗(s, a):
pi∗(s) = argmax
a∈A
Q∗(s, a). (3.6)
The optimal V-value function V ∗(s) is the expected discounted reward
when in a given state s while following the policy pi∗ thereafter. The
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optimal Q-value Q∗(s, a) is the expected discounted return when in
a given state s and for a given action a while following the policy pi∗
thereafter.
It is also possible to define the advantage function
Api(s, a) = Qpi(s, a)− V pi(s). (3.7)
This quantity describes how good the action a is, as compared to the
expected return when following directly policy pi.
Note that one straightforward way to obtain estimates of either
V pi(s), Qpi(s, a) or Api(s, a) is to use Monte Carlo methods, i.e. defining
an estimate by performing several simulations from s while following
policy pi. In practice, we will see that this may not be possible in the case
of limited data. In addition, even when it is possible, we will see that
other methods should usually be preferred for computational efficiency.
3.2 Different components to learn a policy
An RL agent includes one or more of the following components:
• a representation of a value function that provides a prediction of
how good each state or each state/action pair is,
• a direct representation of the policy pi(s) or pi(s, a), or
• a model of the environment (the estimated transition function and
the estimated reward function) in conjunction with a planning
algorithm.
The first two components are related to what is called model-free RL
and are discussed in Chapters 4, 5. When the latter component is used,
the algorithm is referred to as model-based RL, which is discussed in
Chapter 6. A combination of both and why using the combination can
be useful is discussed in §6.2. A schema with all possible approaches is
provided in Figure 3.3.
For most problems approaching real-world complexity, the state
space is high-dimensional (and possibly continuous). In order to learn
an estimate of the model, the value function or the policy, there are
two main advantages for RL algorithms to rely on deep learning:
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Value/policyModel
ActingModellearning
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Model-free
RL
Figure 3.3: General schema of the different methods for RL. The direct approach
uses a representation of either a value function or a policy to act in the environment.
The indirect approach makes use of a model of the environment.
• Neural networks are well suited for dealing with high-dimensional
sensory inputs (such as times series, frames, etc.) and, in practice,
they do not require an exponential increase of data when adding
extra dimensions to the state or action space (see Chapter 2).
• In addition, they can be trained incrementally and make use of
additional samples obtained as learning happens.
3.3 Different settings to learn a policy from data
We now describe key settings that can be tackled with RL.
3.3.1 Offline and online learning
Learning a sequential decision-making task appears in two cases: (i) in
the offline learning case where only limited data on a given environment
is available and (ii) in an online learning case where, in parallel to
learning, the agent gradually gathers experience in the environment. In
both cases, the core learning algorithms introduced in Chapters 4 to 6
are essentially the same. The specificity of the batch setting is that the
agent has to learn from limited data without the possibility of interacting
further with the environment. In that case, the idea of generalization
introduced in Chapter 7 is the main focus. In the online setting, the
learning problem is more intricate and learning without requiring a
large amount of data (sample efficiency) is not only influenced by the
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capability of the learning algorithm to generalize well from the limited
experience. Indeed, the agent has the possibility to gather experience
via an exploration/exploitation strategy. In addition, it can use a replay
memory to store its experience so that it can be reprocessed at a later
time. Both the exploration and the replay memory will be discussed in
Chapter 8). In both the batch and the online settings, a supplementary
consideration is also the computational efficiency, which, among other
things, depends on the efficiency of a given gradient descent step. All
these elements will be introduced with more details in the following
chapters. A general schema of the different elements that can be found
in most deep RL algorithms is provided in Figure 3.4.
Policies
Exploration/Exploitation
dilemma
Controllers
• train/validation
and test phases
• hyperparameters
management
Replay memory
Learning
algorithms
Value-based RL
Policy-based RL
Model-based RL
Function
Approximators
• Convolutions
• Recurrent cells
• ...
ENVIRONMENT
AGENT
Figure 3.4: General schema of deep RL methods.
3.3.2 Off-policy and on-policy learning
According to Sutton and Barto, 2017, « on-policy methods attempt to
evaluate or improve the policy that is used to make decisions, whereas
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off-policy methods evaluate or improve a policy different from that
used to generate the data ». In off-policy based methods, learning is
straightforward when using trajectories that are not necessarily obtained
under the current policy, but from a different behavior policy β(s, a).
In those cases, experience replay allows reusing samples from a different
behavior policy. On the contrary, on-policy based methods usually
introduce a bias when used with a replay buffer as the trajectories
are usually not obtained solely under the current policy pi. As will be
discussed in the following chapters, this makes off-policy methods sample
efficient as they are able to make use of any experience; in contrast,
on-policy methods would, if specific care is not taken, introduce a bias
when using off-policy trajectories.
4
Value-based methods for deep RL
The value-based class of algorithms aims to build a value function,
which subsequently lets us define a policy. We discuss hereafter one
of the simplest and most popular value-based algorithms, the Q-
learning algorithm (Watkins, 1989) and its variant, the fitted Q-learning,
that uses parameterized function approximators (Gordon, 1996). We
also specifically discuss the main elements of the deep Q-network
(DQN) algorithm (Mnih et al., 2015) which has achieved superhuman-
level control when playing ATARI games from the pixels by using
neural networks as function approximators. We then review various
improvements of the DQN algorithm and provide resources for further
details. At the end of this chapter and in the next chapter, we discuss the
intimate link between value-based methods and policy-based methods.
4.1 Q-learning
The basic version of Q-learning keeps a lookup table of values Q(s, a)
(Equation 3.3) with one entry for every state-action pair. In order to
learn the optimal Q-value function, the Q-learning algorithm makes use
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of the Bellman equation for the Q-value function (Bellman and Dreyfus,
1962) whose unique solution is Q∗(s, a):
Q∗(s, a) = (BQ∗)(s, a), (4.1)
where B is the Bellman operator mapping any function K : S ×A → R
into another function S ×A → R and is defined as follows:
(BK)(s, a) =
∑
s′∈S
T (s, a, s′)
(
R(s, a, s′) + γmax
a′∈A
K(s′, a′)
)
. (4.2)
By Banach’s theorem, the fixed point of the Bellman operator B exists
since it is a contraction mapping1. In practice, one general proof of
convergence to the optimal value function is available (Watkins and
Dayan, 1992) under the conditions that:
• the state-action pairs are represented discretely, and
• all actions are repeatedly sampled in all states (which ensures
sufficient exploration, hence not requiring access to the transition
model).
This simple setting is often inapplicable due to the high-dimensional
(possibly continuous) state-action space. In that context, a param-
eterized value function Q(s, a; θ) is needed, where θ refers to some
parameters that define the Q-values.
4.2 Fitted Q-learning
Experiences are gathered in a given dataset D in the form of tuples
< s, a, r, s′ > where the state at the next time-step s′ is drawn from
T (s, a, ·) and the reward r is given by R(s, a, s′). In fitted Q-learning
(Gordon, 1996), the algorithm starts with some random initialization of
the Q-values Q(s, a; θ0) where θ0 refers to the initial parameters (usually
1The Bellman operator is a contraction mapping because it can be shown that
for any pair of bounded functions K,K′ : S × A → R, the following condition is
respected:
‖TK − TK′‖∞≤ γ‖K −K′‖∞.
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such that the initial Q-values should be relatively close to 0 so as to
avoid slow learning). Then, an approximation of the Q-values at the
kth iteration Q(s, a; θk) is updated towards the target value
Y Qk = r + γmaxa′∈AQ(s
′, a′; θk), (4.3)
where θk refers to some parameters that define the Q-values at the kth
iteration.
In neural fitted Q-learning (NFQ) (Riedmiller, 2005), the state can
be provided as an input to the Q-network and a different output is given
for each of the possible actions. This provides an efficient structure that
has the advantage of obtaining the computation of maxa′∈AQ(s′, a′; θk)
in a single forward pass in the neural network for a given s′. The Q-
values are parameterized with a neural network Q(s, a; θk) where the
parameters θk are updated by stochastic gradient descent (or a variant)
by minimizing the square loss:
LDQN =
(
Q(s, a; θk)− Y Qk
)2
. (4.4)
Thus, the Q-learning update amounts in updating the parameters:
θk+1 = θk + α
(
Y Qk −Q(s, a; θk)
)
∇θkQ(s, a; θk), (4.5)
where α is a scalar step size called the learning rate. Note that using the
square loss is not arbitrary. Indeed, it ensures that Q(s, a; θk) should
tend without bias to the expected value of the random variable Y Qk 2.
Hence, it ensures that Q(s, a; θk) should tend to Q∗(s, a) after many
iterations in the hypothesis that the neural network is well-suited for
the task and that the experience gathered in the dataset D is sufficient
(more details will be given in Chapter 7).
When updating the weights, one also changes the target. Due to
the generalization and extrapolation abilities of neural networks, this
approach can build large errors at different places in the state-action
space3. Therefore, the contraction mapping property of the Bellman
2The minimum of E[(Z − c)2] occurs when the constant c equals the expected
value of the random variable Z.
3Note that even fitted value iteration with linear regression can diverge (Boyan
and Moore, 1995). However, this drawback does not happen when using linear
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operator in Equation 4.2 is not enough to guarantee convergence. It
is verified experimentally that these errors may propagate with this
update rule and, as a consequence, convergence may be slow or even
unstable (Baird, 1995; Tsitsiklis and Van Roy, 1997; Gordon, 1999;
Riedmiller, 2005). Another related damaging side-effect of using function
approximators is the fact that Q-values tend to be overestimated due to
the max operator (Van Hasselt et al., 2016). Because of the instabilities
and the risk of overestimation, specific care has be taken to ensure
proper learning.
4.3 Deep Q-networks
Leveraging ideas from NFQ, the deep Q-network (DQN) algorithm
introduced by Mnih et al. (2015) is able to obtain strong performance
in an online setting for a variety of ATARI games, directly by learning
from the pixels. It uses two heuristics to limit the instabilities:
• The target Q-network in Equation 4.3 is replaced by Q(s′, a′; θ−k )
where its parameters θ−k are updated only every C ∈ N iterations
with the following assignment: θ−k = θk. This prevents the
instabilities to propagate quickly and it reduces the risk of
divergence as the target values Y Qk are kept fixed for C iterations.
The idea of target networks can be seen as an instantiation of fitted
Q-learning, where each period between target network updates
corresponds to a single fitted Q-iteration.
• In an online setting, the replay memory (Lin, 1992) keeps all
information for the last Nreplay ∈ N time steps, where the
experience is collected by following an -greedy policy4. The
updates are then made on a set of tuples < s, a, r, s′ > (called
mini-batch) selected randomly within the replay memory. This
function approximators that only have interpolation abilities such as kernel-based
regressors (k-nearest neighbors, linear and multilinear interpolation, etc.) (Gordon,
1999) or tree-based ensemble methods (Ernst et al., 2005). However, these methods
have not proved able to handle successfully high-dimensional inputs.
4It takes a random action with probability  and follows the policy given by
argmaxa∈AQ(s, a; θk) with probability 1− .
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technique allows for updates that cover a wide range of the state-
action space. In addition, one mini-batch update has less variance
compared to a single tuple update. Consequently, it provides the
possibility to make a larger update of the parameters, while having
an efficient parallelization of the algorithm.
A sketch of the algorithm is given in Figure 4.1.
In addition to the target Q-network and the replay memory, DQN
uses other important heuristics. To keep the target values in a reasonable
scale and to ensure proper learning in practice, rewards are clipped
between -1 and +1. Clipping the rewards limits the scale of the error
derivatives and makes it easier to use the same learning rate across
multiple games (however, it introduces a bias). In games where the
player has multiple lives, one trick is also to associate a terminal state
to the loss of a life such that the agent avoids these terminal states (in
a terminal state the discount factor is set to 0).
In DQN, many deep learning specific techniques are also used. In
particular, a preprocessing step of the inputs is used to reduce the
input dimensionality, to normalize inputs (it scales pixels value into
[-1,1]) and to deal with some specificities of the task. In addition,
convolutional layers are used for the first layers of the neural network
function approximator and the optimization is performed using a variant
of stochastic gradient descent called RMSprop (Tieleman, 2012).
4.4 Double DQN
The max operation in Q-learning (Equations 4.2, 4.3) uses the same
values both to select and to evaluate an action. This makes it more likely
to select overestimated values in case of inaccuracies or noise, resulting
in overoptimistic value estimates. Therefore, the DQN algorithm induces
an upward bias. The double estimator method uses two estimates for
each variable, which allows for the selection of an estimator and its value
to be uncoupled (Hasselt, 2010). Thus, regardless of whether errors
in the estimated Q-values are due to stochasticity in the environment,
function approximation, non-stationarity, or any other source, this
allows for the removal of the positive bias in estimating the action
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Update
Q(s, a; θk)
Every C:
θ−k := θk
r1, . . . , rNreplay
s1, . . . , sNreplay , a1, . . . , aNreplay
s1+1, . . . , sNreplay+1
rt + γmax
a′∈A
(Q(st+1, a′; θ−k ))
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Environment
Figure 4.1: Sketch of the DQN algorithm. Q(s, a; θk) is initialized to random values
(close to 0) everywhere in its domain and the replay memory is initially empty;
the target Q-network parameters θ−k are only updated every C iterations with the
Q-network parameters θk and are held fixed between updates; the update uses a
mini-batch (e.g., 32 elements) of tuples < s, a > taken randomly in the replay
memory along with the corresponding mini-batch of target values for the tuples.
values. In Double DQN, or DDQN (Van Hasselt et al., 2016), the target
value Y Qk is replaced by
Y DDQNk = r + γQ(s
′, argmax
a∈A
Q(s′, a; θk); θ−k ), (4.6)
which leads to less overestimation of the Q-learning values, as well as
improved stability, hence improved performance. As compared to DQN,
the target network with weights θ−t are used for the evaluation of the
current greedy action. Note that the policy is still chosen according to
the values obtained by the current weights θ.
4.5 Dueling network architecture
In (Wang et al., 2015), the neural network architecture decouples the
value and advantage function Api(s, a) (Equation 3.7), which leads to
improved performance. The Q-value function is given by
Q(s, a; θ(1), θ(2), θ(3)) = V
(
s; θ(1), θ(3)
)
+
(
A
(
s, a; θ(1), θ(2)
)
−max
a′∈A
A
(
s, a′; θ(1), θ(2)
))
.
(4.7)
Now, for a∗ = argmaxa′∈AQ(s, a′; θ(1), θ(2), θ(3)), we obtain
Q(s, a∗; θ(1), θ(2), θ(3)) = V (s; θ(1), θ(3)). As illustrated in Figure 4.2,
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the stream V (s; θ(1), θ(3)) provides an estimate of the value function,
while the other stream produces an estimate of the advantage function.
The learning update is done as in DQN and it is only the structure of
the neural network that is modified.
. . .
Q(s, a)
A(s, a)
V (s)
θ(3)
θ(2)
θ(1)
Figure 4.2: Illustration of the dueling network architecture with the two streams
that separately estimate the value V (s) and the advantages A(s, a). The boxes
represent layers of a neural network and the grey output implements equation 4.7 to
combine V (s) and A(s, a).
In fact, even though it loses the original semantics of V and A, a
slightly different approach is preferred in practice because it increases
the stability of the optimization:
Q(s, a; θ(1), θ(2), θ(3)) = V
(
s; θ(1), θ(3)
)
+
A (s, a; θ(1), θ(2))− 1|A| ∑
a′∈A
A
(
s, a′; θ(1), θ(2)
) . (4.8)
In that case, the advantages only need to change as fast as the mean,
which appears to work better in practice (Wang et al., 2015).
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4.6 Distributional DQN
The approaches described so far in this chapter all directly approximate
the expected return in a value function. Another approach is to aim for
a richer representation through a value distribution, i.e. the distribution
of possible cumulative returns (Jaquette et al., 1973; Morimura et al.,
2010). This value distribution provides more complete information of
the intrinsic randomness of the rewards and transitions of the agent
within its environment (note that it is not a measure of the agent’s
uncertainty about the environment).
The value distribution Zpi is a mapping from state-action pairs to
distributions of returns when following policy pi. It has an expectation
equal to Qpi:
Qpi(s, a) = EZpi(s, a).
This random return is also described by a recursive equation, but one
of a distributional nature:
Zpi(s, a) = R(s, a, S′) + γZpi(S′, A′), (4.9)
where we use capital letters to emphasize the random nature of the
next state-action pair (S′, A′) and A′ ∼ pi(·|S′). The distributional
Bellman equation states that the distribution of Z is characterized by
the interaction of three random variables: the reward R(s, a, S′), the
next state-action (S′, A′), and its random return Zpi(S′, A′).
It has been shown that such a distributional Bellman equation can
be used in practice, with deep learning as the function approximator
(Bellemare et al., 2017; Dabney et al., 2017; Rowland et al., 2018). This
approach has the following advantages:
• It is possible to implement risk-aware behavior (see e.g., Morimura
et al., 2010).
• It leads to more performant learning in practice. This may appear
surprising since both DQN and the distributional DQN aim to
maximize the expected return (as illustrated in Figure 4.3). One of
the main elements is that the distributional perspective naturally
provides a richer set of training signals than a scalar value function
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Q(s, a). These training signals that are not a priori necessary
for optimizing the expected return are known as auxiliary tasks
(Jaderberg et al., 2016) and lead to an improved learning (this is
discussed in §7.2.1).
(s, a)
pi1
pi2
s(1)
s(2)
s(3)
P = 1
P = 0.2
P = 0.8
Rmax
5
0
Rmax
(a) Example MDP.
Zˆpi1
Zˆpi2
0 Rmax
1−γ
Qˆpi1≈Qˆpi2
(b) Sketch (in an idealized version) of
the estimate of resulting value distribu-
tion Zˆpi1 and Zˆpi2 as well as the esti-
mate of the Q-values Qˆpi1 , Qˆpi2 .
Figure 4.3: For two policies illustrated on Fig (a), the illustration on Fig (b) gives
the value distribution Z(pi)(s, a) as compared to the expected value Qpi(s, a). On
the left figure, one can see that pi1 moves with certainty to an absorbing state with
reward at every step Rmax5 , while pi2 moves with probability 0.2 and 0.8 to absorbing
states with respectively rewards at every step Rmax and 0. From the pair (s, a), the
policies pi1 and pi2 have the same expected return but different value distributions.
4.7 Multi-step learning
In DQN, the target value used to update the Q-network parameters
(given in Equation 4.3) is estimated as the sum of the immediate reward
and a contribution of the following steps in the return. That contribution
is estimated based on its own value estimate at the next time-step. For
that reason, the learning algorithm is said to bootstrap as it recursively
uses its own value estimates (Sutton, 1988).
This method of estimating a target value is not the only possibility.
Non-bootstrapping methods learn directly from returns (Monte Carlo)
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and an intermediate solution is to use a multi-step target (Sutton, 1988;
Watkins, 1989; Peng and Williams, 1994; Singh and Sutton, 1996). Such
a variant in the case of DQN can be obtained by using the n-step target
value given by:
Y Q,nk =
n−1∑
t=0
γtrt + γn max
a′∈A
Q(sn, a′; θk) (4.10)
where (s0, a0, r0, · · · , sn−1, an−1, rn−1, sn) is any trajectory of n+1 time
steps with s = s0 and a = a0. A combination of different multi-steps
targets can also be used:
Y Q,nk =
n−1∑
i=0
λi
(
i∑
t=0
γtrt + γi+1 max
a′∈A
Q
(
si+1, a
′; θk
))
(4.11)
with ∑n−1i=0 λi = 1. In the method called TD(λ) (Sutton, 1988), n→∞
and λi follow a geometric law: λi ∝ λi where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.
To bootstrap or not to bootstrap? Bootstrapping has both advan-
tages and disadvantages. On the negative side, using pure bootstrapping
methods (such as in DQN) are prone to instabilities when combined
with function approximation because they make recursive use of their
own value estimate at the next time-step. On the contrary, methods
such as n-step Q-learning rely less on their own value estimate because
the estimate used is decayed by γn for the nth step backup. In addition,
methods that rely less on bootstrapping can propagate information
more quickly from delayed rewards as they learn directly from returns
(Sutton, 1996). Hence they might be more computationally efficient.
Bootstrapping also has advantages. The main advantage is that
using value bootstrap allows learning from off-policy samples. Indeed,
methods that do not use pure bootstrapping, such as n-step Q-learning
with n > 1 or TD(λ), are in principle on-policy based methods that
would introduce a bias when used with trajectories that are not obtained
solely under the behavior policy µ (e.g., stored in a replay buffer).
The conditions required to learn efficiently and safely with eligibility
traces from off-policy experience are provided by Munos et al., 2016;
Harutyunyan et al., 2016. In the control setting, the retrace operator
(Munos et al., 2016) considers a sequence of target policies pi that depend
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on the sequence of Q-functions (such as -greedy policies), and seek to
approximate Q∗ (if pi is greedy or becomes increasingly greedy w.r.t.
the Q estimates). It leads to the following target:
Y = Q(s, a) +
∑
t≥0
γt
(
t∏
cs=1
cs
)
(rt + γEpiQ(st+1, a′)−Q(st, at))
 (4.12)
where cs = λmin
(
1, pi(s,a)µ(s,a)
)
with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 and µ is the behavior
policy (estimated from observed samples). This way of updating the
Q-network has guaranteed convergence, does not suffer from a high
variance and it does not cut the traces unnecessarily when pi and µ
are close. Nonetheless, one can note that estimating the target is more
expansive to compute as compared to the one-step target (such as in
DQN) because the Q-value function has to be estimated on more states.
4.8 Combination of all DQN improvements and variants of DQN
The original DQN algorithm can combine the different variants discussed
in §4.4 to §4.7 (as well as some discussed in Chapter 8.1) and that
has been studied by Hessel et al., 2017. Their experiments show that
the combination of all the previously mentioned extensions to DQN
provides state-of-the-art performance on the Atari 2600 benchmarks,
both in terms of sample efficiency and final performance. Overall, a
large majority of Atari games can be solved such that the deep RL
agents surpass the human level performance.
Some limitations remain with DQN-based approaches. Among others,
these types of algorithms are not well-suited to deal with large and/or
continuous action spaces. In addition, they cannot explicitly learn
stochastic policies. Modifications that address these limitations will be
discussed in the following Chapter 5, where we discuss policy-based
approaches. Actually, the next section will also show that value-based
and policy-based approaches can be seen as two facets of the same
model-free approach. Therefore, the limitations of discrete action spaces
and deterministic policies are only related to DQN.
One can also note that value-based or policy-based approaches do
not make use of any model of the environment, which limits their sample
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efficiency. Ways to combine model-free and model-based approaches
will be discussed in Chapter 6.
5
Policy gradient methods for deep RL
This section focuses on a particular family of reinforcement learning
algorithms that use policy gradient methods. These methods optimize
a performance objective (typically the expected cumulative reward)
by finding a good policy (e.g a neural network parameterized policy)
thanks to variants of stochastic gradient ascent with respect to the policy
parameters. Note that policy gradient methods belong to a broader
class of policy-based methods that includes, among others, evolution
strategies. These methods use a learning signal derived from sampling
instantiations of policy parameters and the set of policies is developed
towards policies that achieve better returns (e.g., Salimans et al., 2017).
In this chapter, we introduce the stochastic and deterministic
gradient theorems that provide gradients on the policy parameters in
order to optimize the performance objective. Then, we present different
RL algorithms that make use of these theorems.
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5.1 Stochastic Policy Gradient
The expected return of a stochastic policy pi starting from a given state
s0 from Equation 3.1 can be written as (Sutton et al., 2000):
V pi(s0) =
∫
S
ρpi(s)
∫
A
pi(s, a)R′(s, a)dads, (5.1)
where R′(s, a) =
∫
s′∈S T (s, a, s′)R(s, a, s′) and ρpi(s) is the discounted
state distribution defined as
ρpi(s) =
∞∑
t=0
γtPr{st = s|s0, pi}.
For a differentiable policy piw, the fundamental result underlying
these algorithms is the policy gradient theorem (Sutton et al., 2000):
∇wV piw(s0) =
∫
S
ρpiw(s)
∫
A
∇wpiw(s, a)Qpiw(s, a)dads. (5.2)
This result allows us to adapt the policy parameters w: ∆w ∝
∇wV piw(s0) from experience. This result is particularly interesting
since the policy gradient does not depend on the gradient of the state
distribution (even though one might have expected it to). The simplest
way to derive the policy gradient estimator (i.e., estimating ∇wV piw(s0)
from experience) is to use a score function gradient estimator, commonly
known as the REINFORCE algorithm (Williams, 1992). The likelihood
ratio trick can be exploited as follows to derive a general method of
estimating gradients from expectations:
∇wpiw(s, a) = piw(s, a)∇wpiw(s, a)
piw(s, a)
= piw(s, a)∇w log(piw(s, a)).
(5.3)
Considering Equation 5.3, it follows that
∇wV piw(s0) = Es∼ρpiw ,a∼piw [∇w (log piw(s, a))Qpiw (s, a)] . (5.4)
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Note that, in practice, most policy gradient methods effectively use
undiscounted state distributions, without hurting their performance
(Thomas, 2014).
So far, we have shown that policy gradient methods should include
a policy evaluation followed by a policy improvement. On the one
hand, the policy evaluation estimates Qpiw . On the other hand, the
policy improvement takes a gradient step to optimize the policy piw(s, a)
with respect to the value function estimation. Intuitively, the policy
improvement step increases the probability of the actions proportionally
to their expected return.
The question that remains is how the agent can perform the policy
evaluation step, i.e., how to obtain an estimate of Qpiw(s, a). The
simplest approach to estimating gradients is to replace the Q function
estimator with a cumulative return from entire trajectories. In the Monte-
Carlo policy gradient, we estimate the Qpiw(s, a) from rollouts on the
environment while following policy piw. The Monte-Carlo estimator is an
unbiased well-behaved estimate when used in conjunction with the back-
propagation of a neural network policy, as it estimates returns until the
end of the trajectories (without instabilities induced by bootstrapping).
However, the main drawback is that the estimate requires on-policy
rollouts and can exhibit high variance. Several rollouts are typically
needed to obtain a good estimate of the return. A more efficient approach
is to instead use an estimate of the return given by a value-based
approach, as in actor-critic methods discussed in §5.3.
We make two additional remarks. First, to prevent the policy from
becoming deterministic, it is common to add an entropy regularizer
to the gradient. With this regularizer, the learnt policy can remain
stochastic. This ensures that the policy keeps exploring.
Second, instead of using the value function Qpiw in Eq. 5.4, an
advantage value function Apiw can also be used. While Qpiw(s, a)
summarizes the performance of each action for a given state under policy
piw, the advantage function Apiw(s, a) provides a measure of comparison
for each action to the expected return at the state s, given by V piw(s).
Using Apiw(s, a) = Qpiw(s, a) − V piw(s) has usually lower magnitudes
than Qpiw(s, a). This helps reduce the variance of the gradient estimator
∇wV piw(s0) in the policy improvement step, while not modifying the
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expectation1. In other words, the value function V piw(s) can be seen as
a baseline or control variate for the gradient estimator. When updating
the neural network that fits the policy, using such a baseline allows for
improved numerical efficiency – i.e. reaching a given performance with
fewer updates – because the learning rate can be bigger.
5.2 Deterministic Policy Gradient
The policy gradient methods may be extended to deterministic policies.
The Neural Fitted Q Iteration with Continuous Actions (NFQCA)
(Hafner and Riedmiller, 2011) and the Deep Deterministic Policy
Gradient (DDPG) (Silver et al., 2014; Lillicrap et al., 2015) algorithms
introduce the direct representation of a policy in such a way that it can
extend the NFQ and DQN algorithms to overcome the restriction of
discrete actions.
Let us denote by pi(s) the deterministic policy: pi(s) : S → A. In
discrete action spaces, a direct approach is to build the policy iteratively
with:
pik+1(s) = argmax
a∈A
Qpik(s, a), (5.5)
where pik is the policy at the kth iteration. In continuous action
spaces, a greedy policy improvement becomes problematic, requiring a
global maximisation at every step. Instead, let us denote by piw(s)
a differentiable deterministic policy. In that case, a simple and
computationally attractive alternative is to move the policy in the
direction of the gradient of Q, which leads to the Deep Deterministic
Policy Gradient (DDPG) algorithm (Lillicrap et al., 2015):
∇wV piw(s0) = Es∼ρpiw
[
∇w (piw)∇a (Qpiw(s, a)) |a=piw(s)
]
. (5.6)
This equation implies relying on ∇a (Qpiw(s, a)) (in addition to ∇wpiw),
which usually requires using actor-critic methods (see §5.3).
1Indeed, subtracting a baseline that only depends on s to Qpiw (s, a) in Eq. 5.2
does not change the gradient estimator because ∀s, ∫A∇wpiw(s, a)da = 0.
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5.3 Actor-Critic Methods
As we have seen in §5.1 and §5.2, a policy represented by a neural
network can be updated by gradient ascent for both the deterministic
and the stochastic case. In both cases, the policy gradient typically
requires an estimate of a value function for the current policy. One
common approach is to use an actor-critic architecture that consists of
two parts: an actor and a critic (Konda and Tsitsiklis, 2000). The actor
refers to the policy and the critic to the estimate of a value function (e.g.,
the Q-value function). In deep RL, both the actor and the critic can be
represented by non-linear neural network function approximators (Mnih
et al., 2016). The actor uses gradients derived from the policy gradient
theorem and adjusts the policy parameters w. The critic, parameterized
by θ, estimates the approximate value function for the current policy pi:
Q(s, a; θ) ≈ Qpi(s, a).
The critic
From a (set of) tuples < s, a, r, s′ >, possibly taken from a replay
memory, the simplest off-policy approach to estimating the critic is to
use a pure bootstrapping algorithm TD(0) where, at every iteration,
the current value Q(s, a; θ) is updated towards a target value:
Y Qk = r + γQ(s
′, a = pi(s′); θ) (5.7)
This approach has the advantage of being simple, yet it is not
computationally efficient as it uses a pure bootstrapping technique that
is prone to instabilities and has a slow reward propagation backwards
in time (Sutton, 1996). This is similar to the elements discussed in the
value-based methods in §4.7.
The ideal is to have an architecture that is
• sample-efficient such that it should be able to make use of both
off-policy and and on-policy trajectories (i.e., it should be able to
use a replay memory), and
• computationally efficient: it should be able to profit from the
stability and the fast reward propagation of on-policy methods
for samples collected from near on-policy behavior policies.
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There are many methods that combine on- and off-policy data for
policy evaluation (Precup, 2000). The algorithm Retrace(λ) (Munos
et al., 2016) has the advantages that (i) it can make use of samples
collected from any behavior policy without introducing a bias and
(ii) it is efficient as it makes the best use of samples collected from
near on-policy behavior policies. That approach was used in actor-critic
architectures described by Wang et al. (2016b) and Gruslys et al. (2017).
These architectures are sample-efficient thanks to the use of a replay
memory, and computationally efficient since they use multi-step returns
which improves the stability of learning and increases the speed of
reward propagation backwards in time.
The actor
From Equation 5.4, the off-policy gradient in the policy improvement
phase for the stochastic case is given as:
∇wV piw(s0) = Es∼ρpiβ ,a∼piβ [∇θ (log piw(s, a))Qpiw (s, a)] . (5.8)
where β is a behavior policy generally different than pi, which makes the
gradient generally biased. This approach usually behaves properly in
practice but the use of a biased policy gradient estimator makes difficult
the analysis of its convergence without the GLIE assumption (Munos
et al., 2016; Gruslys et al., 2017)2.
In the case of actor-critic methods, an approach to perform the policy
gradient on-policy without experience replay has been investigated with
the use of asynchronous methods, where multiple agents are executed
in parallel and the actor-learners are trained asynchronously (Mnih
et al., 2016). The parallelization of agents also ensures that each agent
experiences different parts of the environment at a given time step.
In that case, n-step returns can be used without introducing a bias.
This simple idea can be applied to any learning algorithm that requires
2Greedy in the Limit with Infinite Exploration (GLIE) means that the behavior
policies are required to become greedy (no exploration) in the limit of an online
learning setting where the agent has gathered an infinite amount of experience. It
is required that « (i) each action is executed infinitely often in every state that is
visited infinitely often, and (ii) in the limit, the learning policy is greedy with respect
to the Q-value function with probability 1 »(Singh et al., 2000).
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on-policy data and it removes the need to maintain a replay buffer.
However, this asynchronous trick is not sample efficient.
An alternative is to combine off-policy and on-policy samples to
trade-off both the sample efficiency of off-policy methods and the
stability of on-policy gradient estimates. For instance, Q-Prop (Gu
et al., 2017b) uses a Monte Carlo on-policy gradient estimator, while
reducing the variance of the gradient estimator by using an off-policy
critic as a control variate. One limitation of Q-Prop is that it requires
using on-policy samples for estimating the policy gradient.
5.4 Natural Policy Gradients
Natural policy gradients are inspired by the idea of natural gradients
for the updates of the policy. Natural gradients can be traced back to
the work of Amari, 1998 and has been later adapted to reinforcement
learning (Kakade, 2001).
Natural policy gradient methods use the steepest direction given
by the Fisher information metric, which uses the manifold of the
objective function. In the simplest form of steepest ascent for an
objective function J(w), the update is of the form 4w ∝ ∇wJ(w).
In other words, the update follows the direction that maximizes
(J(w)− J(w +4w)) under a constraint on || 4 w||2. In the hypothesis
that the constraint on 4w is defined with another metric than L2, the
first-order solution to the constrained optimization problem typically
has the form 4w ∝ B−1∇wJ(w) where B is an nw × nw matrix. In
natural gradients, the norm uses the Fisher information metric, given by
a local quadratic approximation to the KL divergence DKL(piw||piw+∆w).
The natural gradient ascent for improving the policy piw is given by
4w ∝ F−1w ∇wV piw(·), (5.9)
where Fw is the Fisher information matrix given by
Fw = Epiw [∇w log piw(s, ·)(∇w log piw(s, ·))T ]. (5.10)
Policy gradients following ∇wV piw(·) are often slow because they are
prone to getting stuck in local plateaus. Natural gradients, however, do
not follow the usual steepest direction in the parameter space, but the
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steepest direction with respect to the Fisher metric. Note that, as the
angle between natural and ordinary gradient is never larger than ninety
degrees, convergence is also guaranteed when using natural gradients.
The caveat with natural gradients is that, in the case of neural
networks and their large number of parameters, it is usually impractical
to compute, invert, and store the Fisher information matrix (Schulman
et al., 2015). This is the reason why natural policy gradients are usually
not used in practice for deep RL; however alternatives inspired by this
idea have been found and they are discussed in the following section.
5.5 Trust Region Optimization
As a modification to the natural gradient method, policy optimization
methods based on a trust region aim at improving the policy while
changing it in a controlled way. These constraint-based policy optimiza-
tion methods focus on restricting the changes in a policy using the KL
divergence between the action distributions. By bounding the size of
the policy update, trust region methods also bound the changes in state
distributions guaranteeing improvements in policy.
TRPO (Schulman et al., 2015) uses constrained updates and
advantage function estimation to perform the update, resulting in
the reformulated optimization given by
max
4w
Es∼ρpiw ,a∼piw
[
piw+4w(s, a)
piw(s, a)
Apiw(s, a)
]
(5.11)
subject to EDKL (piw(s, ·)||piw+4w(s, ·)) ≤ δ, where δ ∈ R is a
hyperparameter. From empirical data, TRPO uses a conjugate gradient
with KL constraint to optimize the objective function.
Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) (Schulman et al., 2017b) is a
variant of the TRPO algorithm, which formulates the constraint as a
penalty or a clipping objective, instead of using the KL constraint. Unlike
TRPO, PPO considers modifying the objective function to penalize
changes to the policy that move rt(w) = piw+4w(s,a)piw(s,a) away from 1. The
clipping objective that PPO maximizes is given by
E
s∼ρpiw ,a∼piw
[
min
(
rt(w)Apiw(s, a), clip
(
rt(w), 1− , 1 + 
)
Apiw(s, a)
)]
(5.12)
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where  ∈ R is a hyperparameter. This objective function clips
the probability ratio to constrain the changes of rt in the interval
[1− , 1 + ].
5.6 Combining policy gradient and Q-learning
Policy gradient is an efficient technique for improving a policy in a
reinforcement learning setting. As we have seen, this typically requires
an estimate of a value function for the current policy and a sample
efficient approach is to use an actor-critic architecture that can work
with off-policy data.
These algorithms have the following properties unlike the methods
based on DQN discussed in Chapter 4:
• They are able to work with continuous action spaces. This is
particularly interesting in applications such as robotics, where
forces and torques can take a continuum of values.
• They can represent stochastic policies, which is useful for building
policies that can explicitly explore. This is also useful in settings
where the optimal policy is a stochastic policy (e.g., in a multi-
agent setting where the Nash equilibrium is a stochastic policy).
However, another approach is to combine policy gradient methods
directly with off-policy Q-learning (O’Donoghue et al., 2016). In some
specific settings, depending on the loss function and the entropy
regularization used, value-based methods and policy-based methods are
equivalent (Fox et al., 2015; O’Donoghue et al., 2016; Haarnoja et al.,
2017; Schulman et al., 2017a). For instance, when adding an entropy
regularization, Eq. 5.4 can be written as
∇wV piw(s0) = Es,a [∇w (log piw(s, a))Qpiw (s, a)] + αEs∇wHpiw(s).
(5.13)
where Hpi(s) = −∑a pi(s, a) log pi(s, a). From this, one can note
that an optimum is satisfied by the following policy: piw(s, a) =
exp(Apiw(s, a)/α−Hpiw(s)). Therefore, we can use the policy to derive an
estimate of the advantage function: A˜piw(s, a) = α(log piw(s, a) +Hpi(s)).
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We can thus think of all model-free methods as different facets of the
same approach.
One remaining limitation is that both value-based and policy-based
methods are model-free and they do not make use of any model of the
environment. The next chapter describes algorithms with a model-based
approach.
6
Model-based methods for deep RL
In Chapters 4 and 5, we have discussed the model-free approach that
rely either on a value-based or a policy-based method. In this chapter,
we introduce the model-based approach that relies on a model of the
environment (dynamics and reward function) in conjunction with a
planning algorithm. In §6.2, the respective strengths of the model-based
versus the model-free approaches are discussed, along with how the two
approaches can be integrated.
6.1 Pure model-based methods
A model of the environment is either explicitly given (e.g., in the game
of Go for which all the rules are known a priori) or learned from
experience. To learn the model, yet again function approximators bring
significant advantages in high-dimensional (possibly partially observable)
environments (Oh et al., 2015; Mathieu et al., 2015; Finn et al., 2016a;
Kalchbrenner et al., 2016; Duchesne et al., 2017; Nagabandi et al., 2018).
The model can then act as a proxy for the actual environment.
When a model of the environment is available, planning consists
in interacting with the model to recommend an action. In the case
of discrete actions, lookahead search is usually done by generating
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potential trajectories. In the case of a continuous action space, trajectory
optimization with a variety of controllers can be used.
6.1.1 Lookahead search
A lookahead search in an MDP iteratively builds a decision tree where
the current state is the root node. It stores the obtained returns in the
nodes and focuses attention on promising potential trajectories. The
main difficulty in sampling trajectories is to balance exploration and
exploitation. On the one hand, the purpose of exploration is to gather
more information on the part of the search tree where few simulations
have been performed (i.e., where the expected value has a high variance).
On the other hand, the purpose of exploitation is to refine the expected
value of the most promising moves.
Monte-Carlo tree search (MCTS) techniques (Browne et al., 2012)
are popular approaches to lookahead search. Among others, they have
gained popularity thanks to prolific achievements in the challenging
task of computer Go (Brügmann, 1993; Gelly et al., 2006; Silver et al.,
2016a). The idea is to sample multiple trajectories from the current state
until a terminal condition is reached (e.g., a given maximum depth)
(see Figure 6.1 for an illustration). From those simulation steps, the
MCTS algorithm then recommends an action to take.
Recent works have developed strategies to directly learn end-to-end
the model, along with how to make the best use of it, without relying on
explicit tree search techniques (Pascanu et al., 2017). These approaches
show improved sample efficiency, performance, and robustness to model
misspecification compared to the separated approach (simply learning
the model and then relying on it during planning).
6.1.2 Trajectory optimization
Lookahead search techniques are limited to discrete actions, and
alternative techniques have to be used for the case of continuous actions.
If the model is differentiable, one can directly compute an analytic policy
gradient by backpropagation of rewards along trajectories (Nguyen
and Widrow, 1990). For instance, PILCO (Deisenroth and Rasmussen,
2011) uses Gaussian processes to learn a probabilistic model of the
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of how a MCTS algorithm performs a Monte-Carlo
simulation and builds a tree by updating the statistics of the different nodes. Based
on the statistics gathered for the current node st, the MCTS algorithm chooses an
action to perform on the actual environment.
dynamics. It can then explicitly use the uncertainty for planning and
policy evaluation in order to achieve a good sample efficiency. However,
the gaussian processes have not been able to scale reliably to high-
dimensional problems.
One approach to scale planning to higher dimensions is to aim at
leveraging the generalization capabilities of deep learning. For instance,
Wahlström et al. (2015) uses a deep learning model of the dynamics
(with an auto-encoder) along with a model in a latent state space.
Model-predictive control (Morari and Lee, 1999) can then be used to
find the policy by repeatedly solving a finite-horizon optimal control
problem in the latent space. It is also possible to build a probabilistic
generative model in a latent space with the objective that it possesses
a locally linear dynamics, which allows control to be performed more
efficiently (Watter et al., 2015). Another approach is to use the trajectory
optimizer as a teacher rather than a demonstrator: guided policy
search (Levine and Koltun, 2013) takes a few sequences of actions
suggested by another controller. iIt then learns to adjust the policy from
these sequences. Methods that leverage trajectory optimization have
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demonstrated many capabilities, for instance in the case of simulated
3D bipeds and quadrupeds (e.g., Mordatch et al., 2015).
6.2 Integrating model-free and model-based methods
The respective strengths of the model-free versus model-based ap-
proaches depend on different factors. First, the best suited approach
depends on whether the agent has access to a model of the environment.
If that’s not the case, the learned model usually has some inaccuracies
that should be taken into account. Note that learning the model can
share the hidden-state representations with a value-based approach by
sharing neural network parameters (Li et al., 2015).
Second, a model-based approach requires working in conjunction
with a planning algorithm (or controller), which is often computationally
demanding. The time constraints for computing the policy pi(s) via
planning must therefore be taken into account (e.g., for applications
with real-time decision-making or simply due to resource limitations).
Third, for some tasks, the structure of the policy (or value function) is
the easiest one to learn, but for other tasks, the model of the environment
may be learned more efficiently due to the particular structure of the
task (less complex or with more regularity). Thus, the most performant
approach depends on the structure of the model, policy, and value
function (see the coming Chapter 7 for more details on generalization).
Let us consider two examples to better understand this key consideration.
In a labyrinth where the agent has full observability, it is clear how
actions affect the next state and the dynamics of the model may easily be
generalized by the agent from only a few tuples (for instance, the agent
is blocked when trying to cross a wall of the labyrinth). Once the model
is known, a planning algorithm can then be used with high performance.
Let us now discuss another example where, on the contrary, planning
is more difficult: an agent has to cross a road with random events
happening everywhere on the road. Let us suppose that the best policy
is simply to move forward except when an object has just appeared
in front of the agent. In that case, the optimal policy may easily be
captured by a model-free approach, while a model-based approach would
be more difficult (mainly due to the stochasticity of the model which
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leads to many different possible situations, even for one given sequence
of actions).
Model-based
RL
Value-based
RL
Policy-based
RL
Figure 6.2: Venn diagram in the space of possible RL algorithms.
We now describe how it is possible to obtain advantages from both
worlds by integrating learning and planning into one end-to-end training
procedure so as to obtain an efficient algorithm both in performance
(sample efficient) and in computation time. A Venn diagram of the
different combinations is given in Figure 6.2.
When the model is available, one direct approach is to use tree
search techniques that make use of both value and policy networks
(e.g., Silver et al., 2016a). When the model is not available and under
the assumption that the agent has only access to a limited number of
trajectories, the key property is to have an algorithm that generalizes
well (see Chapter 7 for a discussion on generalization). One possibility
is to build a model that is used to generate additional samples for a
model-free reinforcement learning algorithm (Gu et al., 2016b). Another
possibility is to use a model-based approach along with a controller
such as MPC to perform basic tasks and use model-free fine-tuning in
order to achieve task success (Nagabandi et al., 2017).
Other approaches build neural network architectures that combine
both model-free and model-based elements. For instance, it is possible
to combine a value function with steps of back-propagation through a
model (Heess et al., 2015). The VIN architecture (Tamar et al., 2016)
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is a fully differentiable neural network with a planning module that
learns to plan from model-free objectives (given by a value function). It
works well for tasks that involve planning-based reasoning (navigation
tasks) from one initial position to one goal position and it demonstrates
strong generalization in a few different domains.
In the same spirit, the predictron (Silver et al., 2016b) is aimed at
developing a more generally applicable algorithm that is effective in the
context of planning. It works by implicitly learning an internal model
in an abstract state space, which is used for policy evaluation. The
predictron is trained end-to-end to learn, from the abstract state space,
(i) the immediate reward and (ii) value functions over multiple planning
depths. The predictron architecture is limited to policy evaluation, but
the idea was extended to an algorithm that can learn an optimal policy
in an architecture called VPN (Oh et al., 2017). Since VPN relies on
n-step Q-learning, it requires however on-policy data.
Other works have proposed architectures that combine model-based
and model-free approaches. Schema Networks (Kansky et al., 2017) learn
the dynamics of an environment directly from data by enforcing some
relational structure. The idea is to use a richly structured architecture
such that it provides robust generalization thanks to an object-oriented
approach for the model.
I2As (Weber et al., 2017) does not use the model to directly perform
planning but it uses the predictions as additional context in deep policy
networks. The proposed idea is that I2As could learn to interpret
predictions from the learned model to construct implicit plans.
TreeQN (Farquhar et al., 2017) constructs a tree by recursively
applying an implicit transition model in an implicitly learned abstract
state space, built by estimating Q-values. Farquhar et al. (2017) also
propose ATreeC, which is an actor-critic variant that augments TreeQN
with a softmax layer to form a stochastic policy network.
The CRAR agent explicitly learns both a value function and a model
via a shared low-dimensional learned encoding of the environment,
which is meant to capture summarized abstractions and allow for
efficient planning (François-Lavet et al., 2018). By forcing an expressive
representation, the CRAR approach creates an interpretable low-
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dimensional representation of the environment, even far temporally
from any rewards or in the absence of model-free objectives.
Improving the combination of model-free and model-based ideas
is one key area of research for the future development of deep RL
algorithms. We therefore expect to see smarter and richer structures in
that domain.
7
The concept of generalization
Generalization is a central concept in the field of machine learning, and
reinforcement learning is no exception. In an RL algorithm (model-free
or model-based), generalization refers to either
• the capacity to achieve good performance in an environment where
limited data has been gathered, or
• the capacity to obtain good performance in a related environment.
In the former case, the agent must learn how to behave in a test
environment that is identical to the one it has been trained on. In
that case, the idea of generalization is directly related to the notion
of sample efficiency (e.g., when the state-action space is too large to
be fully visited). In the latter case, the test environment has common
patterns with the training environment but can differ in the dynamics
and the rewards. For instance, the underlying dynamics may be the
same but a transformation on the observations may have happened
(e.g., noise, shift in the features, etc.). That case is related to the idea
of transfer learning (discussed in §10.2) and meta-learning (discussed
in §10.1.2).
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Note that, in the online setting, one mini-batch gradient update
is usually done at every step. In that case, the community has also
used the term sample efficiency to refer to how fast the algorithm
learns, which is measured in terms of performance for a given number
of steps (number of learning steps=number of transitions observed).
However, in that context, the result depends on many different elements.
It depends on the learning algorithm and it is, for instance, influenced
by the possible variance of the target in a model-free setting. It also
depends on the exploration/exploitation, which will be discussed in
§8.1 (e.g, instabilities may be good). Finally, it depends on the actual
generalization capabilities.
In this chapter, the goal is to study specifically the aspect of
generalization. We are not interested in the number of mini-batch
gradient descent steps that are required but rather in the performance
that a deep RL algorithm can have in the offline case where the agent
has to learn from limited data. Let us consider the case of a finite
dataset D obtained on the exact same task as the test environment.
Formally, a dataset available to the agent D ∼ D can be defined as a
set of four-tuples < s, a, r, s′ >∈ S ×A×R× S gathered by sampling
independently and identically (i.i.d.)1
• a given number of state-action pairs (s, a) from some fixed
distribution with P(s, a) > 0, ∀(s, a) ∈ S ×A,
• a next state s′ ∼ T (s, a, ·), and
• a reward r = R(s, a, s′).
We denote by D∞ the particular case of a dataset D where the number
of tuples tends to infinity.
A learning algorithm can be seen as a mapping of a dataset D into
a policy piD (independently of whether the learning algorithm has a
1That i.i.d. assumption can, for instance, be obtained from a given distribution
of initial states by following a stochastic sampling policy that ensures a non-zero
probability of taking any action in any given state. That sampling policy should be
followed during at least H time steps with the assumption that all states of the MDP
can be reached in a number of steps smaller than H from the given distribution of
initial states.
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model-based or a model-free approach). In that case, we can decompose
the suboptimality of the expected return as follows:
E
D∼D
[
V pi
∗
(s)− V piD (s)
]
= E
D∼D
[
V pi
∗
(s)− V piD∞ (s) + V piD∞ (s)− V piD (s)
]
= (V pi
∗
(s)− V piD∞ (s))︸ ︷︷ ︸
asymptotic bias
+ E
D∼D
[
V piD∞ (s)− V piD (s)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
error due to finite size of the dataset D
.
(7.1)
This decomposition highlights two different terms: (i) an asymptotic
bias which is independent of the quantity of data and (ii) an overfitting
term directly related to the fact that the amount of data is limited.
The goal of building a policy piD from a dataset D is to obtain the
lowest overall suboptimality. To do so, the RL algorithm should be well
adapted to the task (or the set of tasks).
In the previous section, two different types of approaches (model-
based and model-free) have been discussed, as well as how to combine
them. We have discussed the algorithms that can be used for different
approaches but we have in fact left out many important elements that
have an influence on the bias-overfitting tradeoff (e.g., Zhang et al.,
2018c; Zhang et al., 2018a for illustrations of overfitting in deep RL).
As illustrated in Figure 7.1, improving generalization can be seen as
a tradeoff between (i) an error due to the fact that the algorithm trusts
completely the frequentist assumption (i.e., discards any uncertainty
on the limited data distribution) and (ii) an error due to the bias
introduced to reduce the risk of overfitting. For instance, the function
approximator can be seen as a form of structure introduced to force some
generalization, at the risk of introducing a bias. When the quality of the
dataset is low, the learning algorithm should favor more robust policies
(i.e., consider a smaller class of policies with stronger generalization
capabilities). When the quality of the dataset increases, the risk of
overfitting is lower and the learning algorithm can trust the data more,
hence reducing the asymptotic bias.
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Figure 7.1: Schematic representation of the bias-overfitting tradeoff.
As we will see, for many algorithmic choices, there is in practice a
tradeoff to be made between asymptotic bias and overfitting that we
simply call "bias-overfitting tradeoff". In this section, we discuss the
following key elements that are at stake when one wants to improve
generalization in deep RL:
• the state representation,
• the learning algorithm (type of function approximator and model-
free vs model-based),
• the objective function (e.g., reward shaping, tuning the training
discount factor), and
• using hierarchical learning.
Throughout those discussions, a simple example is considered. This
example is, by no means, representative of the complexity of real-world
problems but it is enlightening to simply illustrate the concepts that
will be discussed. Let us consider an MDP with NS states, NS = 11
and NA actions, NA = 4. Let us suppose that the main part of the
environment is a square 3× 3 grid world (each represented by a tuple
(x, y) with x = {0, 1, 2}, y = {0, 1, 2}), such as illustrated in Figure 7.2.
The agent starts in the central state (1, 1). In every state, it selects one
of the 4 actions corresponding to 4 cardinal directions (up, down, left
and right), which leads the agent to transition deterministically in a
state immediately next to it, except when it tries to move out of the
domain. On the upper part and lower part of the domain, the agent is
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stuck in the same state if it tries to move out of the domain. On the
left, the agent transitions deterministically to a given state, which will
provide a reward of 0.6 for any action at the next time step. On the
right side of the square, the agent transitions with a probability 25% to
another state that will provide, at the next time step, a reward of 1 for
any action (the rewards are 0 for all other states). When a reward is
obtained, the agent transitions back to the central state.
y
x
P = 1 P = 0.25
r = 0.6 r = 1
Figure 7.2: Representation of a simple MDP that illustrates the need of
generalization.
In this example, if the agent has perfect knowledge of its environment,
the best expected cumulative reward (for a discount factor close to 1)
would be to always go to the left direction and repeatedly gather a
reward of 0.6 every 3 steps (as compared to gathering a reward of 1 every
6 steps on average). Let us now suppose that only limited information
has been obtained on the MDP with only one tuple of experience
< s, a, r, s′ > for each couple < s, a >. According to the limited data in
the frequentist assumption, there is a rather high probability (∼ 58%)
that at least one transition from the right side seems to provide a
deterministic access to r = 1. In those cases and for either a model-
based or a model-free approach, if the learning algorithm comes up
with the optimal policy in an empirical MDP built from the frequentist
statistics, it would actually suffer from poor generalization as it would
choose to try to obtain the reward r = 1.
We discuss hereafter the different aspects that can be used to avoid
overfitting to limited data; we show that it is done by favoring robust
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policies within the policy class, usually at the expense of introducing
some bias. At the end, we also discuss how the bias-overfitting tradeoff
can be used in practice to obtain the best performance from limited
data.
7.1 Feature selection
The idea of selecting the right features for the task at hand is key in the
whole field of machine learning and also highly prevalent in reinforcement
learning (see e.g., Munos and Moore, 2002; Ravindran and Barto, 2004;
Leffler et al., 2007; Kroon and Whiteson, 2009; Dinculescu and Precup,
2010; Li et al., 2011; Ortner et al., 2014; Mandel et al., 2014; Jiang
et al., 2015a; Guo and Brunskill, 2017; François-Lavet et al., 2017). The
appropriate level of abstraction plays a key role in the bias-overfitting
tradeoff and one of the key advantages of using a small but rich abstract
representation is to allow for improved generalization.
Overfitting When considering many features on which to base the
policy (in the example the y-coordinate of the state as illustrated in
Figure 7.3), an RL algorithm may take into consideration spurious
correlations, which leads to overfitting (in the example, the agent may
infer that the y-coordinate changes something to the expected return
because of the limited data).
s(6)
s(3)
s(0)
s(7)
s(4)
s(1)
s(8)
s(5)
s(2)
y
x
Environment
(0, 2)
(0, 1)
(0, 0)
(1, 2)
(1, 1)
(1, 0)
(2, 2)
(2, 1)
(2, 0)
States
representation
with a set of
features (x, y)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)
(2)
Feature
selection where
only the x-coordinate
has been kept
Figure 7.3: Illustration of the state representation and feature selection process. In
this case, after the feature selection process, all states with the same x-coordinate
are considered as indistinguishable.
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Asymptotic bias Removing features that discriminate states with a
very different role in the dynamics introduces an asymptotic bias. Indeed,
the same policy would be enforced on undistinguishable states, hence
leading to a sub-optimal policy.
In deep RL, one approach is to first infer a factorized set of
generative factors from the observations. This can be done for instance
with an encoder-decoder architecture variant (Higgins et al., 2017;
Zhang et al., 2018b). These features can then be used as inputs to a
reinforcement learning algorithm. The learned representation can, in
some contexts, greatly help for generalization as it provides a more
succinct representation that is less prone to overfitting. However, an
auto-encoder is often too strong of a constraint. On the one hand, some
features may be kept in the abstract representation because they are
important for the reconstruction of the observations, though they are
otherwise irrelevant for the task at hand (e.g., the color of the cars in a
self-driving car context). On the other hand, crucial information about
the scene may also be discarded in the latent representation, particularly
if that information takes up a small proportion of the observations x in
pixel space (Higgins et al., 2017). Note that in the deep RL setting, the
abstraction representation is intertwined with the use of deep learning.
This is discussed in detail in the following section.
7.2 Choice of the learning algorithm and function approximator
selection
The function approximator in deep learning characterizes how the
features will be treated into higher levels of abstraction (a fortiori it can
thus give more or less weight to some features). If there is, for instance,
an attention mechanism in the first layers of a deep neural network, the
mapping made up of those first layers can be seen as a feature selection
mechanism.
On the one hand, if the function approximator used for the value
function and/or the policy and/or the model is too simple, an asymptotic
bias may appear. On the other hand, when the function approximator
has poor generalization, there will be a large error due to the finite size
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of the dataset (overfitting). In the example above, a particularly good
choice of a model-based or model-free approach associated with a good
choice of a function approximator could infer that the y-coordinate of
the state is less important than the x-coordinate, and generalize that
to the policy.
Depending on the task, finding a performant function approximator
is easier in either a model-free or a model-based approach. The choice of
relying more on one or the other approach is thus also a crucial element
to improve generalization, as discussed in §6.2.
One approach to mitigate non-informative features is to force the
agent to acquire a set of symbolic rules adapted to the task and to
reason on a more abstract level. This abstract level reasoning and the
improved generalization have the potential to induce high-level cognitive
functions such as transfer learning and analogical reasoning (Garnelo
et al., 2016). For instance, the function approximator may embed a
relational learning structure (Santoro et al., 2017) and thus build on
the idea of relational reinforcement learning (Džeroski et al., 2001).
7.2.1 Auxiliary tasks
In the context of deep reinforcement learning, it was shown by Jaderberg
et al. (2016) that augmenting a deep reinforcement learning agent with
auxiliary tasks within a jointly learned representation can drastically
improve sample efficiency in learning. This is done by maximizing
simultaneously many pseudo-reward functions such as immediate reward
prediction (γ = 0), predicting pixel changes in the next observation, or
predicting activation of some hidden unit of the agent’s neural network.
The argument is that learning related tasks introduces an inductive
bias that causes a model to build features in the neural network that
are useful for the range of tasks (Ruder, 2017). Hence, this formation of
more significant features leads to less overfitting.
In deep RL, it is possible to build an abstract state such that it
provides sufficient information for simultaneously fitting an internal
meaningful dynamics as well as the estimation of the expected value
of an optimal policy. By explicitly learning both the model-free and
model-based components through the state representation, along with an
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approximate entropy maximization penalty, the CRAR agent (François-
Lavet et al., 2018) shows how it is possible to learn a low-dimensional
representation of the task. In addition, this approach can directly make
use of a combination of model-free and model-based, with planning
happening in a smaller latent state space.
7.3 Modifying the objective function
In order to improve the policy learned by a deep RL algorithm, one can
optimize an objective function that diverts from the actual objective.
By doing so, a bias is usually introduced but this can in some cases
help with generalization. The main approaches to modify the objective
function are either (i) to modify the reward of the task to ease learning
(reward shaping), or (ii) tune the discount factor at training time.
7.3.1 Reward shaping
Reward shaping is a heuristic for faster learning. In practice, reward
shaping uses prior knowledge by giving intermediate rewards for actions
that lead to desired outcome. It is usually formalized as a function
F (s, a, s′) added to the original reward function R(s, a, s′) of the original
MDP (Ng et al., 1999). This technique is often used in deep reinforcement
learning to improve the learning process in settings with sparse and
delayed rewards (e.g., Lample and Chaplot, 2017).
7.3.2 Discount factor
When the model available to the agent is estimated from data, the
policy found using a shorter planning horizon can actually be better
than a policy learned with the true horizon (Petrik and Scherrer, 2009;
Jiang et al., 2015b). On the one hand, artificially reducing the planning
horizon leads to a bias since the objective function is modified. On the
other hand, if a long planning horizon is targeted (the discount factor
γ is close to 1), there is a higher risk of overfitting. This overfitting can
intuitively be understood as linked to the accumulation of the errors
in the transitions and rewards estimated from data as compared to
the actual transition and reward probabilities. In the example above
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(Figure 7.2), in the case where the upper right or lower right states
would seem to lead deterministically to r = 1 from the limited data,
one may take into account that it requires more steps and thus more
uncertainty on the transitions (and rewards). In that context, a low
training discount factor would reduce the impact of rewards that are
temporally distant. In the example, a discount factor close to 0 would
discount the estimated rewards at three time steps much more strongly
than the rewards two time steps away, hence practically discarding the
potential rewards that can be obtained by going through the corners as
compared to the ones that only require moving along the x-axis.
In addition to the bias-overfitting tradeoff, a high discount factor
also requires specific care in value iteration algorithms as it can lead to
instabilities in convergence. This effect is due to the mappings used in
the value iteration algorithms with bootstrapping (e.g., Equation 4.2
for the Q-learning algorithm) that propagate errors more strongly with
a high discount factor. This issue is discussed by Gordon (1999) with
the notion of non-expansion/expansion mappings. When bootstrapping
is used in a deep RL value iteration algorithm, the risk of instabilities
and overestimation of the value function is empirically stronger for a
discount factor close to one (François-Lavet et al., 2015).
7.4 Hierarchical learning
The possibility of learning temporally extended actions (as opposed
to atomic actions that last for one time-step) has been formalized
under the name of options (Sutton et al., 1999). Similar ideas have
also been denoted in the literature as macro-actions (McGovern et
al., 1997) or abstract actions (Hauskrecht et al., 1998). The usage of
options is an important challenge in RL because it is essential when
the task at hand requires working on long time scales while developing
generalization capabilities and easier transfer learning between the
strategies. A few recent works have brought interesting results in
the context of fully differentiable (hence learnable in the context of
deep RL) options discovery. In the work of Bacon et al., 2016, an
option-critic architecture is presented with the capability of learning
simultaneously the internal policies and the termination conditions of
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options, as well as the policy over options. In the work of Vezhnevets
et al., 2016, the deep recurrent neural network is made up of two main
elements. The first module generates an action-plan (stochastic plan
of future actions) while the second module maintains a commitment-
plan which determines when the action-plan has to be updated or
terminated. Many variations of these approaches are also of interest
(e.g., Kulkarni et al., 2016; Mankowitz et al., 2016). Overall, building
a learning algorithm that is able to do hierarchical learning can be a
good way of constraining/favoring some policies that have interesting
properties and thus improving generalization.
7.5 How to obtain the best bias-overfitting tradeoff
From the previous sections, it is clear that there is a large variety
of algorithmic choices and parameters that have an influence on the
bias-overfitting tradeoff (including the choice of approach between model-
based and model-free). An overall combination of all these elements
provides a low overall sub-optimality.
For a given algorithmic parameter setting and keeping all other
things equal, the right level of complexity is the one at which the increase
in bias is equivalent to the reduction of overfitting (or the increase in
overfitting is equivalent to the reduction of bias). However, in practice,
there is usually not an analytical way to find the right tradeoffs to be
made between all the algorithmic choices and parameters. Still, there
are a variety of practical strategies that can be used. We now discuss
them for the batch setting case and the online setting case.
7.5.1 Batch setting
In the batch setting case, the selection of the policy parameters to
effectively balance the bias-overfitting tradeoff can be done similarly
to that in supervised learning (e.g., cross-validation) as long as the
performance criterion can be estimated from a subset of the trajectories
from the dataset D not used during training (i.e., a validation set).
One approach is to fit an MDP model to the data via regression (or
simply use the frequentist statistics for finite state and action space).
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The empirical MDP can then be used to evaluate the policy. This purely
model-based estimator has alternatives that do not require fitting a
model. One possibility is to use a policy evaluation step obtained
by generating artificial trajectories from the data, without explicitly
referring to a model, thus designing a Model-free Monte Carlo-like
(MFMC) estimator (Fonteneau et al., 2013). Another approach is to
use the idea of importance sampling that lets us obtain an estimate of
V pi(s) from trajectories that come from a behavior policy β 6= pi, where
β is assumed to be known (Precup, 2000). That approach is unbiased
but the variance usually grows exponentially in horizon, which renders
the method unsuitable when the amount of data is low. A mix of the
regression-based approach and the importance sampling approach is
also possible (Jiang and Li, 2016; Thomas and Brunskill, 2016), and
the idea is to use a doubly-robust estimator that is both unbiased and
with a lower variance than the importance sampling estimators.
Note that there exists a particular case where the environment’s
dynamics are known to the agent, but contain a dependence on
an exogenous time series (e.g., trading in energy markets, weather-
dependent dynamics) for which the agent only has finite data. In that
case, the exogenous signal can be broken down in training time series
and validation time series (François-Lavet et al., 2016b). This allows
training on the environment with the training time series and this
allows estimating any policy on the environment with the validation
time series.
7.5.2 Online setting
In the online setting, the agent continuously gathers new experience.
The bias-overfitting tradeoff still plays a key role at each stage of the
learning process in order to achieve good sampling efficiency. Indeed,
a performant policy from given data is part of the solution to an
efficient exploration/exploitation tradeoff. For that reason, progressively
fitting a function approximator as more data becomes available can in
fact be understood as a way to obtain a good bias-overfitting tradeoff
throughout learning. With the same logic, progressively increasing the
discount factor allows optimizing the bias-overfitting tradeoff through
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learning (François-Lavet et al., 2015). Besides, optimizing the bias-
overfitting tradeoff also suggests the possibility to dynamically adapt
the feature space and/or the function approximator. For example, this
can be done through ad hoc regularization, or by adapting the neural
network architecture, using for instance the NET2NET transformation
(Chen et al., 2015).
8
Particular challenges in the online setting
As discussed in the introduction, reinforcement learning can be used in
two main settings: (i) the batch setting (also called offline setting), and
(ii) the online setting. In a batch setting, the whole set of transitions
(s, a, r, s′) to learn the task is fixed. This is in contrast to the online
setting where the agent can gather new experience gradually. In the
online setting, two specific elements have not yet been discussed in
depth. First, the agent can influence how to gather experience so that
it is the most useful for learning. This is the exploration/exploitation
dilemma that we discuss in Section 8.1. Second, the agent has the
possibility to use a replay memory (Lin, 1992) that allows for a good
data-efficiency. We discuss in Section 8.2 what experience to store and
how to reprocess that experience.
8.1 Exploration/Exploitation dilemma
The exploration-exploitation dilemma is a well-studied tradeoff in RL
(e.g., Thrun, 1992). Exploration is about obtaining information about the
environment (transition model and reward function) while exploitation
is about maximizing the expected return given the current knowledge.
As an agent starts accumulating knowledge about its environment, it
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has to make a tradeoff between learning more about its environment
(exploration) or pursuing what seems to be the most promising strategy
with the experience gathered so far (exploitation).
8.1.1 Different settings in the exploration/exploitation dilemma
There exist mainly two different settings. In the first setting, the agent
is expected to perform well without a separate training phase. Thus,
an explicit tradeoff between exploration versus exploitation appears so
that the agent should explore only when the learning opportunities are
valuable enough for the future to compensate what direct exploitation
can provide. The sub-optimality E
s0
V ∗(s0) − V pi(s0) of an algorithm
obtained in this context is known as the cumulative regret 1. The deep
RL community is usually not focused on this case, except when explicitly
stated such as in the works of Wang et al. (2016a) and Duan et al.
(2016b).
In the more common setting, the agent is allowed to follow a training
policy during a first phase of interactions with the environment so as to
accumulate training data and hence learn a test policy. In the training
phase, exploration is only constrained by the interactions it can make
with the environment (e.g., a given number of interactions). The test
policy should then be able to maximize a cumulative sum of rewards in
a separate phase of interaction. The sub-optimality E
s0
V ∗(s0)− V pi(s0)
obtained in this case of setting is known as the simple regret. Note
that an implicit exploration/exploitation is still important. On the
one hand, the agent has to ensure that the lesser-known parts of the
environment are not promising (exploration). On the other hand, the
agent is interested in gathering experience in the most promising parts of
the environment (which relates to exploitation) to refine the knowledge
of the dynamics. For instance, in the bandit task provided in Figure 8.1,
it should be clear with only a few samples that the option on the right
is less promising and the agent should gather experience mainly on the
two most promising arms to be able to discriminate the best one.
1This term is mainly used in the bandit community where the agent is in only
one state and where a distribution of rewards is associated to each action; see e.g.,
Bubeck et al., 2011.
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Figure 8.1: Illustration of the reward probabilities of 3 arms in a multi-armed
bandit problem.
8.1.2 Different approaches to exploration
The exploration techniques are split into two main categories: (i) directed
exploration and (ii) undirected exploration (Thrun, 1992).
In the undirected exploration techniques, the agent does not rely on
any exploration specific knowledge of the environment (Thrun, 1992).
For instance, the technique called -greedy takes a random action with
probability  and follows the policy that is believed to be optimal with
probability 1−. Other variants such as softmax exploration (also called
Boltzmann exploration) takes an action with a probability that depends
on the associated expected return.
Contrary to the undirected exploration, directed exploration
techniques make use of a memory of the past interactions with the
environment. For MDPs, directed exploration can scale polynomially
with the size of the state space while undirected exploration scales
in general exponentially with the size of the state space (e.g., E3 by
Kearns and Singh, 2002; R-max by Brafman and Tennenholtz, 2003; ...).
Inspired by the Bayesian setting, directed exploration can be done via
heuristics of exploration bonus (Kolter and Ng, 2009) or by maximizing
Shannon information gains (e.g., Sun et al., 2011).
Directed exploration is, however, not trivially applicable in high-
dimensional state spaces (e.g., Kakade et al., 2003). With the develop-
ment of the generalization capabilities of deep learning, some possibil-
ities have been investigated. The key challenge is to handle, for high-
dimensional spaces, the exploration/exploitation tradeoff in a principled
way – with the idea to encourage the exploration of the environment
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where the uncertainty due to limited data is the highest. When rewards
are not sparse, a measure of the uncertainty on the value function can
be used to drive the exploration (Dearden et al., 1998; Dearden et al.,
1999). When rewards are sparse, this is even more challenging and
exploration should in addition be driven by some novelty measures on
the observations (or states in a Markov setting).
Before discussing the different techniques that have been proposed
in the deep RL setting, one can note that the success of the first deep
RL algorithms such as DQN also come from the exploration that arises
naturally. Indeed, following a simple -greedy scheme online often proves
to be already relatively efficient thanks to the natural instability of the
Q-network that drives exploration (see Chapter 4 for why there are
instabilities when using bootstrapping in a fitted Q-learning algorithm
with neural networks).
Different improvements are directly built on that observation. For
instance, the method of "Bootstrapped DQN" (Osband et al., 2016)
makes an explicit use of randomized value functions. Along similar lines,
efficient exploration has been obtained by the induced stochasticity
of uncertainty estimates given by a dropout Q-network (Gal and
Ghahramani, 2016) or parametric noise added to its weights (Lipton
et al., 2016; Plappert et al., 2017; Fortunato et al., 2017). One specificity
of the work done by Fortunato et al., 2017 is that, similarly to Bayesian
deep learning, the variance parameters are learned by gradient descent
from the reinforcement learning loss function.
Another common approach is to have a directed scheme thanks
to exploration rewards given to the agent via heuristics that estimate
novelty (Schmidhuber, 2010; Stadie et al., 2015; Houthooft et al., 2016).
In (Bellemare et al., 2016; Ostrovski et al., 2017), an algorithm provides
the notion of novelty through a pseudo-count from an arbitrary density
model that provides an estimate of how many times an action has been
taken in similar states. This has shown good results on one of the most
difficult Atari 2600 games, Montezuma’s Revenge.
In (Florensa et al., 2017), useful skills are learned in pre-training
environments, which can then be utilized in the actual environment
to improve exploration and train a high-level policy over these skills.
Similarly, an agent that learns a set of auxiliary tasks may use them to
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efficiently explore its environment (Riedmiller et al., 2018). These ideas
are also related to the creation of options studied in (Machado et al.,
2017a), where it is suggested that exploration may be tackled by learning
options that lead to specific modifications in the state representation
derived from proto-value functions.
Exploration strategies can also make use of a model of the
environment along with planning. In that case, a strategy investigated
in (Salge et al., 2014; Mohamed and Rezende, 2015; Gregor et al., 2016;
Chiappa et al., 2017) is to have the agent choose a sequence of actions by
planning that leads to a representation of state as different as possible
to the current state. In (Pathak et al., 2017; Haber et al., 2018), the
agent optimizes both a model of its environment and a separate model
that predicts the error/uncertainty of its own model. The agent can
thus seek to take actions that adversarially challenge its knowledge of
the environment (Savinov et al., 2018).
By providing rewards on unfamiliar states, it is also possible to
explore efficiently the environments. To determine the bonus, the current
observation can be compared with the observations in memory. One
approach is to define the rewards based on how many environment steps
it takes to reach the current observation from those in memory (Savinov
et al., 2018). Another approach is to use a bonus positively correlated
to the error of predicting features from the observations (e.g., features
given by a fixed randomly initialized neural network) (Burda et al.,
2018).
Other approaches require either demonstrations or guidance from
human demonstrators. One line of work suggests using natural
language to guide the agent by providing exploration bonuses when an
instruction is correctly executed (Kaplan et al., 2017). In the case where
demonstrations from expert agents are available, another strategy for
guiding exploration in these domains is to imitate good trajectories. In
some cases, it is possible to use demonstrations from experts even when
they are given in an environment setup that is not exactly the same
(Aytar et al., 2018).
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8.2 Managing experience replay
In online learning, the agent has the possibility to use a replay
memory (Lin, 1992) that allows for data-efficiency by storing the past
experience of the agent in order to have the opportunity to reprocess
it later. In addition, a replay memory also ensures that the mini-
batch updates are done from a reasonably stable data distribution
kept in the replay memory (for Nreplay sufficiently large) which helps
for convergence/stability. This approach is particularly well-suited
in the case of off-policy learning as using experience from past (i.e.
different) policies does not introduce any bias (usually it is even good
for exploration). In that context, methods based for instance on a DQN
learning algorithm or model-based learning can safely and efficiently
make use of a replay memory. In an online setting, the replay memory
keeps all information for the last Nreplay ∈ N time steps, where Nreplay
is constrained by the amount of memory available.
While a replay memory allows processing the transitions in a different
order than they are experienced, there is also the possibility to use
prioritized replay. This allows for consideration of the transitions with
a different frequency than they are experienced depending on their
significance (that could be which experience to store and which ones
to replay). In (Schaul et al., 2015b), the prioritization increases with
the magnitude of the transitions’ TD error, with the aim that the
"unexpected" transitions are replayed more often.
A disadvantage of prioritized replay is that, in general, it also
introduces a bias; indeed, by modifying the apparent probabilities of
transitions and rewards, the expected return gets biased. This can
readily be understood by considering the simple example illustrated
in Figure 8.2 where an agent tries to estimate the expected return for
a given tuple < s, a >. In that example, a cumulative return of 0 is
obtained with probability 1−  (from next state s(1)) while a cumulative
return of C > 0 is obtained with probability  (from next state s(2)).
In that case, using prioritized experience replay will bias the expected
return towards a value higher than C since any transition leading to
s(2) will be replayed with a probability higher than .
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s
s(1)
s(2)
T (s, a, s(1)) = 1− 
T (s, a, s(2)) = 
V pi(s(1)) = 0
V pi(s(2)) = C > 0
Figure 8.2: Illustration of a state s where for a given action a, the value of Qpi(s, a; θ)
would be biased if prioritized experience replay is used ( << 1).
Note that this bias can be partly or completely corrected using
weighted importance sampling, and this correction is important near
convergence at the end of training (Schaul et al., 2015b).
9
Benchmarking Deep RL
Comparing deep learning algorithms is a challenging problem due
to the stochastic nature of the learning process and the narrow
scope of the datasets examined during algorithm comparisons. This
problem is exacerbated in deep reinforcement learning. Indeed, deep
RL involves both stochasticity in the environment and stochasticity
inherent to model learning, which makes ensuring fair comparisons
and reproducibility especially difficult. To this end, simulations of
many sequential decision-making tasks have been created to serve
as benchmarks. In this section, we present several such benchmarks.
Next, we give key elements to ensure consistency and reproducibility
of experimental results. Finally, we also discuss some open-source
implementations for deep RL algorithms.
9.1 Benchmark Environments
9.1.1 Classic control problems
Several classic control problems have long been used to evaluate
reinforcement learning algorithms. These include balancing a pole
on a cart (Cartpole) (Barto et al., 1983), trying to get a car
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up a mountain using momentum (Mountain Car) (Moore, 1990),
swinging a pole up using momentum and subsequently balancing
it (Acrobot) (Sutton and Barto, 1998). These problems have been
commonly used as benchmarks for tabular RL and RL algorithms using
linear function approximators (Whiteson et al., 2011). Nonetheless,
these simple environments are still sometimes used to benchmark deep
RL algorithms (Ho and Ermon, 2016; Duan et al., 2016a; Lillicrap et al.,
2015).
9.1.2 Games
Board-games have also been used for evaluating artificial intelligence
methods for decades (Shannon, 1950; Turing, 1953; Samuel, 1959; Sutton,
1988; Littman, 1994; Schraudolph et al., 1994; Tesauro, 1995; Campbell
et al., 2002). In recent years, several notable works have stood out in
using deep RL for mastering Go (Silver et al., 2016a) or Poker (Brown
and Sandholm, 2017; Moravčik et al., 2017).
In parallel to the achievements in board games, video games have
also been used to further investigate reinforcement learning algorithms.
In particular,
• many of these games have large observation space and/or large
action space;
• they are often non-Markovian, which require specific care (see
§10.1);
• they also usually require very long planning horizons (e.g., due to
sparse rewards).
Several platforms based on video games have been popularized.
The Arcade Learning Environment (ALE) (Bellemare et al., 2013)
was developed to test reinforcement algorithms across a wide range of
different tasks. The system encompasses a suite of iconic Atari games,
including Pong, Asteroids, Montezuma’s Revenge, etc. Figure 9.1 shows
sample frames from some of these games. On most of the Atari games,
deep RL algorithms have reached super-human level (Mnih et al., 2015).
Due to the similarity in state and action spaces between different Atari
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games or different variants of the same game, they are also a good test-
bed for evaluating generalization of reinforcement learning algorithms
(Machado et al., 2017b), multi-task learning (Parisotto et al., 2015) and
for transfer learning (Rusu et al., 2015).
(a) Space invaders (b) Seaquest (c) Breakout
Figure 9.1: Illustration of three Atari games.
The General Video Game AI (GVGAI) competition framework
(Perez-Liebana et al., 2016) was created and released with the purpose
of providing researchers a platform for testing and comparing their
algorithms on a large variety of games and under different constraints.
The agents are required to either play multiple unknown games with
or without access to game simulations, or to design new game levels or
rules.
VizDoom (Kempka et al., 2016) implements the Doom video game as
a simulated environment for reinforcement learning. VizDoom has been
used as a platform for investigations of reward shaping (Lample and
Chaplot, 2017), curriculum learning (Wu and Tian, 2016), predictive
planning (Dosovitskiy and Koltun, 2016), and meta-reinforcement
learning (Duan et al., 2016b).
The open-world nature of Minecraft also provides a convenient
platform for exploring reinforcement learning and artificial intelligence.
Project Malmo (Johnson et al., 2016) is a framework that provides easy
access to the Minecraft video game. The environment and framework
provide layers of abstraction that facilitate tasks ranging from simple
navigation to collaborative problem solving. Due to the nature of
the simulation, several works have also investigated lifelong-learning,
curriculum learning, and hierarchical planning using Minecraft as a
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platform (Tessler et al., 2017; Matiisen et al., 2017; Branavan et al.,
2012; Oh et al., 2016).
Similarly, Deepmind Lab (Beattie et al., 2016) provides a 3D
platform adapted from the Quake video game. The Labyrinth maze
environments provided with the framework have been used in work on
hierarchical, lifelong and curriculum learning (Jaderberg et al., 2016;
Mirowski et al., 2016; Teh et al., 2017).
Finally, “StarCraft II" (Vinyals et al., 2017) and “Starcraft:
Broodwar" (Wender and Watson, 2012; Synnaeve et al., 2016) provide
similar benefits in exploring lifelong-learning, curriculum learning, and
other related hierarchical approaches. In addition, real-time strategy
(RTS) games – as with the Starcraft series – are also an ideal testbed
for multi-agent systems. Consequently, several works have investigated
these aspects in the Starcraft framework (Foerster et al., 2017b; Peng
et al., 2017a; Brys et al., 2014).
9.1.3 Continuous control systems and robotics domains
While games provide a convenient platform for reinforcement learning,
the majority of those environments investigate discrete action decisions.
In many real-world systems, as in robotics, it is necessary to provide
frameworks for continuous control.
In that setting, the MuJoCo (Todorov et al., 2012) simulation
framework is used to provide several locomotion benchmark tasks.
These tasks typically involve learning a gait to move a simulated robotic
agent as fast as possible. The action space is the amount of torque to
apply to motors on the agents’ joints, while the observations provided
are typically the joint angles and positions in the 3D space. Several
frameworks have built on top of these locomotion tasks to provide
hierarchical task environments (Duan et al., 2016a) and multi-task
learning platforms (Henderson et al., 2017a).
Because the MuJoCo simulator is closed-source and requires a license,
an open-source initiative called Roboschool (Schulman et al., 2017b)
provides the same locomotion tasks along with more complex tasks
involving humanoid robot simulations (such as learning to run and
chase a moving flag while being hit by obstacles impeding progress).
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Figure 9.2: Screenshots from MuJoCo locomotion benchmark environments
provided by OpenAI Gym.
These tasks allow for evaluation of complex planning in reinforcement
learning algorithms.
Physics engines have also been used to investigate transfer learning
to real-world applications. For instance, the Bullet physics engine
(Coumans, Bai, et al., 2016) has been used to learn locomotion skills
in simulation, for character animation in games (Peng et al., 2017b)
or for being transferred to real robots (Tan et al., 2018). This also
includes manipulation tasks (Rusu et al., 2016; Duan et al., 2017) where
a robotic arm stacks cubes in a given order. Several works integrate
Robot Operating System (ROS) with physics engines (such as ODE,
or Bullet) to provide RL-compatible access to near real-world robotic
simulations (Zamora et al., 2016; Ueno et al., 2017). Most of them can
also be run on real robotic systems using the same software.
There exists also a toolkit that leverages the Unity platform for
creating simulation environments (Juliani et al., 2018). This toolkit
enables the development of learning environments that are rich in
sensory and physical complexity and supports the multi-agent setting.
9.1.4 Frameworks
Most of the previously cited benchmarks have open-source code available.
There also exists easy-to-use wrappers for accessing many different
benchmarks. One such example is OpenAI Gym (Brockman et al., 2016).
This wrapper provides ready access to environments such as algorithmic,
Atari, board games, Box2d games, classical control problems, MuJoCo
robotics simulations, toy text problems, and others. Gym Retro1 is
a wrapper similar to OpenAI Gym and it provides over 1,000 games
1https://github.com/openai/retro
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across a variety of backing emulators. The goal is to study the ability of
deep RL agents to generalize between games that have similar concepts
but different appearances. Other frameworks such as µniverse2 and
SerpentAI3 also provide wrappers for specific games or simulations.
9.2 Best practices to benchmark deep RL
Ensuring best practices in scientific experiments is crucial to continued
scientific progress. Across various fields, investigations in reproducibility
have found problems in numerous publications, resulting in several works
providing experimental guidelines in proper scientific practices (Sandve
et al., 2013; Baker, 2016; Halsey et al., 2015; Casadevall and Fang,
2010). To this end, several works have investigated proper metrics and
experimental practices when comparing deep RL algorithms (Henderson
et al., 2017b; Islam et al., 2017; Machado et al., 2017b; Whiteson et al.,
2011).
Number of Trials, Random Seeds and Significance Testing
Stochasticity plays a large role in deep RL, both from randomness within
initializations of neural networks and stochasticity in environments.
Results may vary significantly simply by changing the random seed.
When comparing the performance of algorithms, it is therefore important
to run many trials across different random seeds.
In deep RL, it has become common to simply test an algorithm’s
effectiveness with an average across a few learning trials. While this is
a reasonable benchmark strategy, techniques derived from significance
testing (Demšar, 2006; Bouckaert and Frank, 2004; Bouckaert, 2003;
Dietterich, 1998) have the advantage of providing statistically grounded
arguments in favor of a given hypothesis. In practice for deep RL, signif-
icance testing can be used to take into account the standard deviation
across several trials with different random seeds and environment condi-
tions. For instance, a simple 2-sample t-test can give an idea of whether
performance gains are significantly due to the algorithm performance
2https://github.com/unixpickle/muniverse
3https://github.com/SerpentAI/SerpentAI
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or to noisy results in highly stochastic settings. In particular, while
several works have used the top-K trials and simply presented those
as performance gains, this has been argued to be inadequate for fair
comparisons (Machado et al., 2017b; Henderson et al., 2017b).
In addition, one should be careful not to over-interpret the results. It
is possible that a hypothesis can be shown to hold for one or several given
environments and under one or several given set of hyperparameters,
but fail in other settings.
Hyperparameter Tuning and Ablation Comparisons
Another important consideration is ensuring a fair comparison between
learning algorithms. In this case, an ablation analysis compares
alternate configurations across several trials with different random
seeds. It is especially important to tune hyperparameters to the greatest
extent possible for baseline algorithms. Poorly chosen hyperparameters
can lead to an unfair comparison between a novel and a baseline
algorithm. In particular, network architecture, learning rate, reward
scale, training discount factor, and many other parameters can
affect results significantly. Ensuring that a novel algorithm is indeed
performing much better requires proper scientific procedure when
choosing such hyperparameters (Henderson et al., 2017b).
Reporting Results, Benchmark Environments, and Metrics
Average returns (or cumulative reward) across evaluation trajectories are
often reported as a comparison metric. While some literature (Gu et al.,
2016a; Gu et al., 2017c) has also used metrics such as average maximum
return or maximum return within Z samples, these may be biased to
make results for highly unstable algorithms appear more significant.
For example, if an algorithm reaches a high maximum return quickly,
but then diverges, such metrics would ensure this algorithm appears
successful. When choosing metrics to report, it is important to select
those that provide a fair comparison. If the algorithm performs better in
average maximum return, but worse by using an average return metric,
it is important to highlight both results and describe the benefits and
shortcomings of such an algorithm (Henderson et al., 2017b).
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This is also applicable to the selection of which benchmark
environments to report during evaluation. Ideally, empirical results
should cover a large mixture of environments to determine in which
settings an algorithm performs well and in which settings it does not.
This is vital for determining real-world performance applications and
capabilities.
9.3 Open-source software for Deep RL
A deep RL agent is composed of a learning algorithm (model-based or
model-free) along with specific structure(s) of function approximator(s).
In the online setting (more details are given in Chapter 8), the agent
follows a specific exploration/exploitation strategy and typically uses a
memory of its previous experience for sample efficiency.
While many papers release implementations of various deep RL
algorithms, there also exist some frameworks built to facilitate the
development of new deep RL algorithms or to apply existing algorithms
to a variety of environments. We provide a list of some of the existing
frameworks in Appendix A.
10
Deep reinforcement learning beyond MDPs
We have so far mainly discussed how an agent is able to learn how
to behave in a given Markovian environment where all the interesting
information (the state st ∈ S) is obtained at every time step t. In
this chapter, we discuss more general settings with (i) non-Markovian
environments, (ii) transfer learning and (iii) multi-agent systems.
10.1 Partial observability and the distribution of (related) MDPs
In domains where the Markov hypothesis holds, it is straightforward to
show that the policy need not depend on what happened at previous time
steps to recommend an action (by definition of the Markov hypothesis).
This section describes two different cases that complicate the Markov
setting: the partially observable environments and the distribution of
(related) environments.
Those two settings are at first sight quite different conceptually.
However, in both settings, at each step in the sequential decision process,
the agent may benefit from taking into account its whole observable
history up to the current time step t when deciding what action to
perform. In other words, a history of observations can be used as a
pseudo-state (pseudo-state because that refers to a different and abstract
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stochastic control process). Any missing information in the history of
observations (potentially long before time t) can introduce a bias in
the RL algorithm (as described in Chapter 7 when some features are
discarded).
10.1.1 The partially observable scenario
In this setting, the agent only receives, at each time step, an observation
of its environment that does not allow it to identify the state with
certainty. A Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP)
(Sondik, 1978; Kaelbling et al., 1998) is a discrete time stochastic control
process defined as follows:
Definition 10.1. A POMDP is a 7-tuple (S,A, T,R,Ω, O, γ) where:
• S is a finite set of states {1, . . . , NS},
• A is a finite set of actions {1, . . . , NA},
• T : S ×A×S → [0, 1] is the transition function (set of conditional
transition probabilities between states),
• R : S×A×S → R is the reward function, where R is a continuous
set of possible rewards in a range Rmax ∈ R+ (e.g., [0, Rmax]
without loss of generality),
• Ω is a finite set of observations {1, . . . , NΩ},
• O : S ×Ω→ [0, 1] is a set of conditional observation probabilities,
and
• γ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount factor.
The environment starts in a distribution of initial states b(s0). At
each time step t ∈ N0, the environment is in a state st ∈ S. At the
same time, the agent receives an observation ωt ∈ Ω that depends on
the state of the environment with probability O(st, ωt), after which the
agent chooses an action at ∈ A. Then, the environment transitions to
state st+1 ∈ S with probability T (st, at, st+1) and the agent receives a
reward rt ∈ R equal to R(st, at, st+1).
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When the full model (T , R and O) are known, methods such as
Point-Based Value Iteration (PBVI) algorithm (Pineau et al., 2003) for
POMDP planning can be used to solve the problem. If the full POMDP
model is not available, other reinforcement learning techniques have to
be used.
A naive approach to building a space of candidate policies is to
consider the set of mappings taking only the very last observation(s) as
input. However, in a POMDP setting, this leads to candidate policies
that are typically not rich enough to capture the system dynamics,
thus suboptimal. In that case, the best achievable policy is stochastic
(Singh et al., 1994), and it can be obtained using policy gradient. The
alternative is to use a history of previously observed features to better
estimate the hidden state dynamics. We denote byHt = Ω×(A×R×Ω)t
the set of histories observed up to time t for t ∈ N0 (see Fig. 10.1), and
by H =
∞⋃
t=0
Ht the space of all possible observable histories.
s0 s1 s2
ω0 ω1 ω2
H0 H1 H2
a0 a1 a2r0 r1
. . .
Policy Policy
Hidden
dynamics
Policy
Figure 10.1: Illustration of a POMDP. The actual dynamics of the POMDP is
depicted in dark while the information that the agent can use to select the action at
each step is the whole history Ht depicted in blue.
A straightforward approach is to take the whole history Ht ∈ H
as input (Braziunas, 2003). However, increasing the size of the set of
candidate optimal policies generally implies: (i) more computation to
search within this set (Singh et al., 1994; McCallum, 1996) and, (ii) an
increased risk of including candidate policies suffering from overfitting
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due to lack of sufficient data, which thus leads to a bias-overfitting
tradeoff when learning policies from data (François-Lavet et al., 2017).
In the case of deep RL, the architectures used usually have a smaller
number of parameters and layers than in supervised learning due to
the more complex RL setting, but the trend of using ever smarter
and complex architectures in deep RL happens similarly to supervised
learning tasks. Architectures such as convolutional layers or recurrency
are particularly well-suited to deal with a large input space because they
offer interesting generalization properties. A few empirical successes
on large scale POMDPs make use of convolutional layers (Mnih et al.,
2015) and/or recurrent layers (Hausknecht and Stone, 2015), such as
LSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997).
10.1.2 The distribution of (related) environments
In this setting, the environment of the agent is a distribution of different
(yet related) tasks that differ for instance in the reward function or in
the probabilities of transitions from one state to another. Each task
Ti ∼ T can be defined by the observations ωt ∈ Ω (which are equal
to st if the environments are Markov), the rewards rt ∈ R, as well as
the effect of the actions at ∈ A taken at each step. Similarly to the
partially observable context, we denote the history of observations by
Ht, where Ht ∈ Ht = Ω× (A×R× Ω)t. The agent aims at finding a
policy pi(at|Ht; θ) with the objective of maximizing its expected return,
defined (in the discounted setting) as
E
Ti∼T
[∑∞
k=0
γkrt+k | Ht, pi
]
.
An illustration of the general setting of meta learning on non-Markov
environments is given in Figure 10.2.
Different approaches have been investigated in the literature. The
Bayesian approach aims at explicitly modeling the distribution of the
different environments, if a prior is available (Ghavamzadeh et al.,
2015). However, it is often intractable to compute the Bayesian-optimal
strategy and one has to rely on more practical approaches that do
not require an explicit model of the distribution. The concept of meta-
learning or learning to learn aims at discovering, from experience, how
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Distribution of tasks
RL algorithm
Training
on a set
of tasks
Testing
on related
tasks
Figure 10.2: Illustration of the general setting of meta learning on POMDPs for a
set of labyrinth tasks. In this illustration, it is supposed that the agent only sees the
nature of the environment just one time step away from him.
to behave in a range of tasks and how to negotiate the exploration-
exploitation tradeoff (Hochreiter et al., 2001). In that case, deep RL
techniques have been investigated by, e.g., Wang et al., 2016a; Duan
et al., 2016b with the idea of using recurrent networks trained on a set
of environments drawn i.i.d. from the distribution.
Some other approaches have also been investigated. One possibility
is to train a neural network to imitate the behavior of known optimal
policies on MDPs drawn from the distribution (Castronovo et al., 2017).
The parameters of the model can also be explicitly trained such that a
small number of gradient steps in a new task from the distribution will
produce fast learning on that task (Finn et al., 2017).
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There exists different denominations for this setting with a
distribution of environments. For instance, the denomination of "multi-
task setting" is usually used in settings where a short history of
observations is sufficient to clearly distinguish the tasks. As an example
of a multi-task setting, a deep RL agent can exceed median human
performance on the set of 57 Atari games with a single set of weights
(Hessel et al., 2018). Other related denominations are the concepts
of "contextual" policies (Da Silva et al., 2012) and "universal"/"goal
conditioned" value functions (Schaul et al., 2015a) that refer to learning
policies or value function within the same dynamics for multiple goals
(multiple reward functions).
10.2 Transfer learning
Transfer learning is the task of efficiently using previous knowledge
from a source environment to achieve a good performance in a target
environment. In a transfer learning setting, the target environment
should not be in the distribution of the source tasks. However, in
practice, the concept of transfer learning is sometimes closely related to
meta learning, as we discuss hereafter.
10.2.1 Zero-shot learning
The idea of zero-shot learning is that an agent should be able to
act appropriately in a new task directly from experience acquired on
other similar tasks. For instance, one use case is to learn a policy
in a simulation environment and then use it in a real-world context
where gathering experience is not possible or severely constrained (see
§11.2). To achieve this, the agent must either (i) develop generalization
capacities described in Chapter 7 or (ii) use specific transfer strategies
that explicitly retrain or replace some of its components to adjust to
new tasks.
To develop generalization capacities, one approach is to use an idea
similar to data augmentation in supervised learning so as to make sense
of variations that were not encountered in the training data. Exactly
as in the meta-learning setting (§10.1.2), the actual (unseen) task may
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appear to the agent as just another variation if there is enough data
augmentation on the training data. For instance, the agent can be
trained with deep RL techniques on different tasks simultaneously, and
it is shown by Parisotto et al., 2015 that it can generalize to new related
domains where the exact state representation has never been observed.
Similarly, the agent can be trained in a simulated environment while
being provided with different renderings of the observations. In that case,
the learned policy can transfer well to real images (Sadeghi and Levine,
2016; Tobin et al., 2017). The underlying reason for these successes
is the ability of the deep learning architecture to generalize between
states that have similar high-level representations and should therefore
have the same value function/policy in different domains. Rather than
manually tuning the randomization of simulations, one can also adapt
the simulation parameters by matching the policy behavior in simulation
to the real world (Chebotar et al., 2018). Another approach to zero-shot
transfer is to use algorithms that enforce states that relate to the same
underlying task but have different renderings to be mapped into an
abstract state that is close (Tzeng et al., 2015; François-Lavet et al.,
2018).
10.2.2 Lifelong learning or continual learning
A specific way of achieving transfer learning is to aim at lifelong learning
or continual learning. According to Silver et al., 2013, lifelong machine
learning relates to the capability of a system to learn many tasks over
a lifetime from one or more domains.
In general, deep learning architectures can generalize knowledge
across multiple tasks by sharing network parameters. A direct approach
is thus to train function approximators (e.g. policy, value function,
model, etc.) sequentially in different environments. The difficulty of
this approach is to find methods that enable the agent to retain
knowledge in order to more efficiently learn new tasks. The problem
of retaining knowledge in deep reinforcement learning is complicated
by the phenomenon of catastrophic forgetting, where generalization to
previously seen data is lost at later stages of learning.
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The straightforward approach is to either (i) use experience replay
from all previous experience (as discussed in §8.2), or (ii) retrain
occasionally on previous tasks similar to the meta-learning setting
(as discussed in §10.1.2).
When these two options are not available, or as a complement to the
two previous approaches, one can use deep learning techniques that are
robust to forgetting, such as progressive networks (Rusu et al., 2016).
The idea is to leverage prior knowledge by adding, for each new task,
lateral connections to previously learned features (that are kept fixed).
Other approaches to limiting catastrophic forgetting include slowing
down learning on the weights important for previous tasks (Kirkpatrick
et al., 2016) and decomposing learning into skill hierarchies (Stone and
Veloso, 2000; Tessler et al., 2017).
Task 0 Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 . . .
Agent
Sequence
of tasks
Figure 10.3: Illustration of the continual learning setting where an agent has to
interact sequentially with related (but different) tasks.
10.2.3 Curriculum learning
A particular setting of continual learning is curriculum learning. Here,
the goal is to explicitly design a sequence of source tasks for an agent to
train on such that the final performance or learning speed is improved
on a target task. The idea is to start by learning small and easy aspects
of the target task and then to gradually increase the difficulty level
(Bengio et al., 2009; Narvekar et al., 2016). For instance, Florensa et al.
(2018) use generative adversarial training to automatically generate
goals for a contextual policy such that they are always at the appropriate
level of difficulty. As the difficulty and number of tasks increase, one
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possibility to satisfy the bias-overfitting tradeoff is to consider network
transformations through learning.
10.3 Learning without explicit reward function
In reinforcement learning, the reward function defines the goals to be
achieved by the agent (for a given environment and a given discount
factor). Due to the complexity of environments in practical applications,
defining a reward function can turn out to be rather complicated. There
are two other possibilities: (i) given demonstrations of the desired task,
we can use imitation learning or extract a reward function using inverse
reinforcement learning; (ii) a human may provide feedback on the agent’s
behavior in order to define the task.
10.3.1 Learning from demonstrations
In some circumstances, the agent is only provided with trajectories of
an expert agent (also called the teacher), without rewards. Given an
observed behavior, the goal is to have the agent perform similarly. Two
approaches are possible:
• Imitation learning uses supervised learning to map states to
actions from the observations of the expert’s behavior (e.g., Giusti
et al., 2016). Among other applications, this approach has been
used for self-driving cars to map raw pixels directly to steering
commands thanks to a deep neural network (Bojarski et al., 2016).
• Inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) determines a possible re-
ward function given observations of optimal behavior. When the
system dynamics is known (except the reward function), this is
an appealing approach particularly when the reward function
provides the most generalizable definition of the task (Ng, Russell,
et al., 2000; Abbeel and Ng, 2004). For example, let us consider a
large MDP for which the expert always ends up transitioning to
the same state. In that context, one may be able to easily infer,
from only a few trajectories, what the probable goal of the task
is (a reward function that explains the behavior of the teacher),
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as opposed to directly learning the policy via imitation learning,
which is much less efficient. Note that recent works bypass the
requirement of the knowledge of the system dynamics (Boularias
et al., 2011; Kalakrishnan et al., 2013; Finn et al., 2016b) by using
techniques based on the principle of maximum causal entropy
(Ziebart, 2010).
A combination of the two approaches has also been investigated by
Neu and Szepesvári, 2012; Ho and Ermon, 2016. In particular, Ho and
Ermon, 2016 use adversarial methods to learn a discriminator (i.e.,
a reward function) such that the policy matches the distribution of
demonstrative samples.
It is important to note that in many real-world applications, the
teacher is not exactly in the same context as the agent. Thus, transfer
learning may also be of crucial importance (Schulman et al., 2016; Liu
et al., 2017).
Another setting requires the agent to learn directly from a sequence
of observations without corresponding actions (and possibly in a slightly
different context). This may be done in a meta-learning setting by
providing positive reward to the agent when it performs as it is expected
based on the demonstration of the teacher. The agent can then act
based on new unseen trajectories of the teacher, with the objective that
is can generalize sufficiently well to perform new tasks (Paine et al.,
2018).
10.3.2 Learning from direct feedback
Learning from feedback investigates how an agent can interactively learn
behaviors from a human teacher who provides positive and negative
feedback signals. In order to learn complex behavior, human trainer
feedbacks has the potential to be more performant than a reward
function defined a priori (MacGlashan et al., 2017; Warnell et al., 2017).
This setting can be related to the idea of curriculum learning discussed
in §10.2.3.
In the work of Hadfield-Menell et al., 2016, the cooperative inverse
reinforcement learning framework considers a two-player game between
a human and a robot interacting with an environment with the purpose
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of maximizing the human’s reward function. In the work of Christiano
et al., 2017, it is shown how learning a separate reward model using
supervised learning lets us significantly reduce the amount of feedback
required from a human teacher. They also present the first practical
applications of using human feedback in the context of deep RL to solve
tasks with a high dimensional observation space.
10.4 Multi-agent systems
A multi-agent system is composed of multiple interacting agents within
an environment (Littman, 1994).
Definition 10.2. A multi-agent POMDP with N agents is a tuple
(S,AN , . . . ,AN , T,R1, . . . , RN ,Ω, O1, . . . , ON , γ) where:
• S is a finite set of states {1, . . . , NS} (describing the possible
configurations of all agents),
• A = A1 × . . .×An is a finite set of actions {1, . . . , NA},
• T : S ×A×S → [0, 1] is the transition function (set of conditional
transition probabilities between states),
• ∀i, Ri : S ×Ai ×S → R is the reward function for agent i, where
R is a continuous set of possible rewards in a range Rmax ∈ R+
(e.g., [0, Rmax] without loss of generality),
• Ω is a finite set of observations {1, . . . , NΩ},
• ∀i, Oi : S × Ω → [0, 1] is a set of conditional observation
probabilities, and
• γ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount factor.
For this type of system, many different settings can be considered.
• Collaborative versus non-collaborative setting. In a pure collabo-
rative setting, agents have a shared reward measurement (Ri =
Rj , ∀ i, j ∈ [1, . . . , N ]). In a mixed or non-collaborative (possibly
adversarial) setting each agent obtains different rewards. In both
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cases, each agent i aims to maximize a discounted sum of its
rewards ∑Ht=0 γtr(i)t .
• Decentralized versus centralized setting. In a decentralized set-
ting, each agent selects its own action conditioned only on its
local information. When collaboration is beneficial, this decentral-
ized setting can lead to the emergence of communication between
agents in order to share information (e.g., Sukhbaatar et al., 2016).
In a centralized setting, the RL algorithm has access to all
observations w(i) and all rewards r(i). The problem can be
reduced to a single-agent RL problem on the condition that
a single objective can be defined (in a purely collaborative
setting, the unique objective is straightforward). Note that even
when a centralized approach can be considered (depending on
the problem), an architecture that does not make use of the
multi-agent structure usually leads to sub-optimal learning (e.g.,
Sunehag et al., 2017).
In general, multi-agent systems are challenging because agents
are independently updating their policies as learning progresses, and
therefore the environment appears non-stationary to any particular
agent. For training one particular agent, one approach is to select
randomly the policies of all other agents from a pool of previously
learned policies. This can stabilize training of the agent that is learning
and prevent overfitting to the current policy of the other agents (Silver
et al., 2016a).
In addition, from the perspective of a given agent, the environment is
usually strongly stochastic even with a known, fixed policy for all other
agents. Indeed, any given agent does not know how the other agents will
act and consequently, it doesn’t know how its own actions contribute
to the rewards it obtains. This can be partly explained due to partial
observability, and partly due to the intrinsic stochasticity of the policies
followed by other agents (e.g., when there is a high level of exploration).
For these reasons, a high variance of the expected global return is
observed, which makes learning challenging (particularly when used in
conjunction with bootstrapping). In the context of the collaborative
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setting, a common approach is to use an actor-critic architecture with a
centralized critic during learning and decentralized actor (the agents can
be deployed independently). These topics have already been investigated
in works by Foerster et al., 2017a; Sunehag et al., 2017; Lowe et al.,
2017 as well as in the related work discussed in these papers. Other
works have shown how it is possible to take into account a term that
either considers the learning of the other agent (Foerster et al., 2018)
or an internal model that predicts the actions of other agents (Jaques
et al., 2018).
Deep RL agents are able to achieve human-level performance in 3D
multi-player first-person video games such as Quake III Arena Capture
the Flag (Jaderberg et al., 2018). Thus, techniques from deep RL have
a large potential for many real-world tasks that require multiple agents
to cooperate in domains such as robotics, self-driving cars, etc.
11
Perspectives on deep reinforcement learning
In this section, we first mention some of the main successes of deep
RL. Then, we describe some of the main challenges for tackling an even
wider range of real-world problems. Finally, we discuss some parallels
that can be found between deep RL and neuroscience.
11.1 Successes of deep reinforcement learning
Deep RL techniques have demonstrated their ability to tackle a wide
range of problems that were previously unsolved. Some of the most
renowned achievements are
• beating previous computer programs in the game of backgammon
(Tesauro, 1995),
• attaining superhuman-level performance in playing Atari games
from the pixels (Mnih et al., 2015),
• mastering the game of Go (Silver et al., 2016a), as well as
• beating professional poker players in the game of heads up no-
limit Texas hold’em: Libratus (Brown and Sandholm, 2017) and
Deepstack (Moravčik et al., 2017).
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These achievements in popular games are important because they
show the potential of deep RL in a variety of complex and diverse
tasks that require working with high-dimensional inputs. Deep RL has
also shown lots of potential for real-world applications such as robotics
(Kalashnikov et al., 2018), self-driving cars (You et al., 2017), finance
(Deng et al., 2017), smart grids (François-Lavet et al., 2016b), dialogue
systems (Fazel-Zarandi et al., 2017), etc. In fact, Deep RL systems are
already in production environments. For example, Gauci et al. (2018)
describe how Facebook uses Deep RL such as for pushing notifications
and for faster video loading with smart prefetching.
RL is also applicable to fields where one could think that supervised
learning alone is sufficient, such as sequence prediction (Ranzato et al.,
2015; Bahdanau et al., 2016). Designing the right neural architecture for
supervised learning tasks has also been cast as an RL problem (Zoph
and Le, 2016). Note that those types of tasks can also be tackled with
evolutionary strategies (Miikkulainen et al., 2017; Real et al., 2017).
Finally, it should be mentioned that deep RL has applications in
classic and fundamental algorithmic problems in the field of computer
science, such as the travelling salesman problem (Bello et al., 2016).
This is an NP-complete problem and the possibility to tackle it with
deep RL shows the potential impact that it could have on several other
NP-complete problems, on the condition that the structure of these
problems can be exploited.
11.2 Challenges of applying reinforcement learning to real-world
problems
The algorithms discussed in this introduction to deep RL can, in
principle, be used to solve many different types of real-world problems. In
practice, even in the case where the task is well defined (explicit reward
function), there is one fundamental difficulty: it is often not possible to
let an agent interact freely and sufficiently in the actual environment
(or set of environments), due to either safety, cost or time constraints.
We can distinguish two main cases in real-world applications:
1. The agent may not be able to interact with the true environment
but only with an inaccurate simulation of it. This scenario occurs
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for instance in robotics (Zhu et al., 2016; Gu et al., 2017a). When
first learning in a simulation, the difference with the real-world
domain is known as the reality gap (see e.g. Jakobi et al., 1995).
2. The acquisition of new observations may not be possible anymore
(e.g., the batch setting). This scenario happens for instance in
medical trials, in tasks with dependence on weather conditions or
in trading markets (e.g., energy markets and stock markets).
Note that a combination of the two scenarios is also possible in the case
where the dynamics of the environment may be simulated but where
there is a dependence on an exogenous time series that is only accessible
via limited data (François-Lavet et al., 2016b).
In order to deal with these limitations, different elements are
important:
• One can aim to develop a simulator that is as accurate as possible.
• One can design the learning algorithm so as to improve general-
ization and/or use transfer learning methods (see Chapter 7).
11.3 Relations between deep RL and neuroscience
One of the interesting aspects of deep RL is its relations to neuroscience.
During the development of algorithms able to solve challenging
sequential decision-making tasks, biological plausibility was not a
requirement from an engineering standpoint. However, biological
intelligence has been a key inspiration for many of the most successful
algorithms. Indeed, even the ideas of reinforcement and deep learning
have strong links with neuroscience and biological intelligence.
Reinforcement In general, RL has had a rich conceptual relationship
to neuroscience. RL has used neuroscience as an inspiration and it
has also been a tool to explain neuroscience phenomena (Niv, 2009).
RL models have also been used as a tool in the related field of
neuroeconomics (Camerer et al., 2005), which uses models of human
decision-making to inform economic analyses.
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The idea of reinforcement (or at least the term) can be traced back
to the work of Pavlov (1927) in the context of animal behavior. In
the Pavlovian conditioning model, reinforcement is described as the
strengthening/weakening effect of a behavior whenever that behavior is
preceded by a specific stimulus. The Pavlovian conditioning model led
to the development of the Rescorla-Wagner Theory (Rescorla, Wagner,
et al., 1972), which assumed that learning is driven by the error between
predicted and received reward, among other prediction models. In
computational RL, those concepts have been at the heart of many
different algorithms, such as in the development of temporal-difference
(TD) methods (Sutton, 1984; Schultz et al., 1997; Russek et al., 2017).
These connections were further strengthened when it was found that
the dopamine neurons in the brain act in a similar manner to TD-like
updates to direct learning in the brain (Schultz et al., 1997).
Driven by such connections, many aspects of reinforcement learning
have also been investigated directly to explain certain phenomena in
the brain. For instance, computational models have been an inspiration
to explain cognitive phenomena such as exploration (Cohen et al., 2007)
and temporal discounting of rewards (Story et al., 2014). In cognitive
science, Kahneman (2011) has also described that there is a dichotomy
between two modes of thoughts: a "System 1" that is fast and instinctive
and a "System 2" that is slower and more logical. In deep reinforcement,
a similar dichotomy can be observed when we consider the model-free
and the model-based approaches. As another example, the idea of having
a meaningful abstract representation in deep RL can also be related to
how animals (including humans) think. Indeed, a conscious thought at
a particular time instant can be seen as a low-dimensional combination
of a few concepts in order to take decisions (Bengio, 2017).
There is a dense and rich literature about the connections between
RL and neuroscience and, as such, the reader is referred to the work of
Sutton and Barto (2017), Niv (2009), Lee et al. (2012), Holroyd and
Coles (2002), Dayan and Niv (2008), Dayan and Daw (2008), Montague
(2013), and Niv and Montague (2009) for an in-depth history of the
development of reinforcement learning and its relations to neuroscience.
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Deep learning Deep learning also finds its origin in models of neural
processing in the brain of biological entities. However, subsequent de-
velopments are such that deep learning has become partly incompatible
with current knowledge of neurobiology (Bengio et al., 2015). There
exists nonetheless many parallels. One such example is the convolutional
structure used in deep learning that is inspired by the organization of
the animal visual cortex (Fukushima and Miyake, 1982; LeCun et al.,
1998).
Much work is still needed to bridge the gap between machine learning
and general intelligence of humans (or even animals). Looking back at all
the achievements obtained by taking inspiration from neuroscience, it is
natural to believe that further understanding of biological brains could
play a vital role in building more powerful algorithms and conversely.
In particular, we refer the reader to the survey by Hassabis et al., 2017
where the bidirectional influence between deep RL and neuroscience is
discussed.
12
Conclusion
Sequential decision-making remains an active field of research with many
theoretical, methodological and experimental challenges still open. The
important developments in the field of deep learning have contributed to
many new avenues where RL methods and deep learning are combined.
In particular, deep learning has brought important generalization
capabilities, which opens new possibilities to work with large, high-
dimensional state and/or action spaces. There is every reason to think
that this development will continue in the coming years with more
efficient algorithms and many new applications.
12.1 Future development of deep RL
In deep RL, we have emphasized in this manuscript that one of the
central questions is the concept of generalization. To this end, the new
developments in the field of deep RL will surely develop the current
trends of taking explicit algorithms and making them differentiable
so that they can be embedded in a specific form of neural network
and can be trained end-to-end. This can bring algorithms with richer
and smarter structures that would be better suited for reasoning on a
more abstract level, which would allow to tackle an even wider range of
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applications than they currently do today. Smart architectures could
also be used for hierarchical learning where much progress is still needed
in the domain of temporal abstraction.
We also expect to see deep RL algorithms going in the direction of
meta-learning and lifelong learning where previous knowledge (e.g., in
the form of pre-trained networks) can be embedded so as to increase
performance and training time. Another key challenge is to improve
current transfer learning abilities between simulations and real-world
cases. This would allow learning complex decision-making problems in
simulations (with the possibility to gather samples in a flexible way), and
then use the learned skills in real-world environments, with applications
in robotics, self-driving cars, etc.
Finally, we expect deep RL techniques to develop improved curiosity
driven abilities to be able to better discover by themselves their
environment.
12.2 Applications and societal impact of deep RL and artificial
intelligence in general
In terms of applications, many areas are likely to be impacted by the
possibilities brought by deep RL. It is always difficult to predict the
timelines for the different developments, but the current interest in deep
RL could be the beginning of profound transformations in information
and communication technologies, with applications in clinical decision
support, marketing, finance, resource management, autonomous driving,
robotics, smart grids, and more.
Current developments in artificial intelligence (both for deep RL or
in general for machine learning) follows the development of many tools
brought by information and communications technologies. As with all
new technologies, this comes with different potential opportunities and
challenges for our society.
On the positive side, algorithms based on (deep) reinforcement
learning promise great value to people and society. They have the
potential to enhance the quality of life by automating tedious and
exhausting tasks with robots (Levine et al., 2016; Gandhi et al., 2017;
Pinto et al., 2017). They may improve education by providing adaptive
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content and keeping students engaged (Mandel et al., 2014). They can
improve public health with, for instance, intelligent clinical decision-
making (Fonteneau et al., 2008; Bennett and Hauser, 2013). They may
provide robust solutions to some of the self-driving cars challenges
(Bojarski et al., 2016; You et al., 2017). They also have the possibility
to help managing ecological resources (Dietterich, 2009) or reducing
greenhouse gas emissions by, e.g., optimizing traffic (Li et al., 2016).
They have applications in computer graphics, such as for character
animation (Peng et al., 2017b). They also have applications in finance
(Deng et al., 2017), smart grids (François-Lavet, 2017), etc.
However, we need to be careful that deep RL algorithms are safe,
reliable and predictable (Amodei et al., 2016; Bostrom, 2017). As a
simple example, to capture what we want an agent to do in deep
RL, we frequently end up, in practice, designing the reward function,
somewhat arbitrarily. Often this works well, but sometimes it produces
unexpected, and potentially catastrophic behaviors. For instance, to
remove a certain invasive species from an environment, one may design
an agent that obtains a reward every time it removes one of these
organisms. However, it is likely that to obtain the maximum cumulative
rewards, the agent will learn to let that invasive species develop and
only then would eliminate many of the invasive organisms, which is of
course not the intended behavior. All aspects related to safe exploration
are also potential concerns in the hypothesis that deep RL algorithms
are deployed in real-life settings.
In addition, as with all powerful tools, deep RL algorithms also
bring societal and ethical challenges (Brundage et al., 2018), raising
the question of how they can be used for the benefit of all. Even tough
different interpretations can come into play when one discusses human
sciences, we mention in this conclusion some of the potential issues that
may need further investigation.
The ethical use of artificial intelligence is a broad concern. The
specificity of RL as compared to supervised learning techniques is that
it can naturally deal with sequences of interactions, which is ideal for
chatbots, smart assistants, etc. As it is the case with most technologies,
regulation should, at some point, ensure a positive impact of its usage.
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In addition, machine learning and deep RL algorithms will likely
yield to further automation and robotisation than it is currently possible.
This is clearly a concern in the context of autonomous weapons, for
instance (Walsh, 2017). Automation also influences the economy, the
job market and our society as a whole. A key challenge for humanity
is to make sure that the future technological developments in artificial
intelligence do not create an ecological crisis (Harari, 2014) or deepen the
inequalities in our society with potential social and economic instabilities
(Piketty, 2013).
We are still at the very first steps of deep RL and artificial intelligence
in general. The future is hard to predict; however, it is key that the
potential issues related to the use of these algorithms are progressively
taken into consideration in public policies. If that is the case, these new
algorithms can have a positive impact on our society.
Appendices
A Deep RL frameworks
Here is a list of some well-known frameworks used for deep RL:
• DeeR (François-Lavet et al., 2016a) is focused on being (i) easily
accessible and (ii) modular for researchers.
• Dopamine (Bellemare et al., 2018) provides standard algorithms
along with baselines for the ATARI games.
• ELF (Tian et al., 2017) is a research platform for deep RL, aimed
mainly to real-time strategy games.
• OpenAI baselines (Dhariwal et al., 2017) is a set of popular deep
RL algorithms, including DDPG, TRPO, PPO, ACKTR. The
focus of this framework is to provide implementations of baselines.
• PyBrain (Schaul et al., 2010) is a machine learning library with
some RL support.
• rllab (Duan et al., 2016a) provides a set of benchmarked
implementations of deep RL algorithms.
• TensorForce (Schaarschmidt et al., 2017) is a framework for deep
RL built around Tensorflow with several algorithm implemen-
tations. It aims at moving reinforcement computations into the
Tensorflow graph for performance gains and efficiency. As such, it
is heavily tied to the Tensorflow deep learning library. It provides
many algorithm implementations including TRPO, DQN, PPO,
and A3C.
Even though, they are not tailored specifically for deep RL, we can
also cite the two following frameworks for reinforcement learning:
• RL-Glue (Tanner and White, 2009) provides a standard interface
that allows to connect RL agents, environments, and experiment
programs together.
• RLPy (Geramifard et al., 2015) is a framework focused on value-
based RL using linear function approximators with discrete
actions.
Table 1 provides a summary of some properties of the aforementioned
libraries.
Framework Deep RL Python
interface
Automatic
GPU support
DeeR yes yes yes
Dopamine yes yes yes
ELF yes no yes
OpenAI baselines yes yes yes
PyBrain yes yes no
RL-Glue no yes no
RLPy no yes no
rllab yes yes yes
TensorForce yes yes yes
Table 1: Summary of some characteristics for a few existing RL frameworks.
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